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W   eLCOMe BACk TO SuFFOLk uNiverSiTy LAW School! As i write this, my first introduction to our fabulous Suffolk Law Alumni Magazine, i am again struck by what a vibrant community we have in our 
students, staff, administrators, faculty, and alumni. 
As you will see from the pages of this magazine, there 
is much about Suffolk Law to celebrate. Both within 
and beyond our law school building, the Suffolk 
Law community remains active and engaged.
i am first pleased to announce our new team of 
assistant and associate deans. Professor karen Blum 
has been appointed as our inaugural associate dean 
for external affairs and development. She is joined 
by Professor kathleen engel, our new associate 
dean for intellectual life, and Professors Christopher 
Gibson and ilene Seidman, who were recently 
appointed assistant academic deans. Please turn to 
page 9 to read about this new decanal team.
Our faculty members continue to be recognized 
for their excellence both nationally and internation-
ally. The Social Science research Network (SSrN) 
recently ranked our faculty 22nd in the nation in 
number of papers downloaded, and their presenta-
tions, media appearances, and lectures consistently 
enhance Suffolk Law’s reputation. Our nationally 
renowned clinical and legal practice skills programs 
also continue to flourish.
We reaffirm that our students are our motivators; 
they are our raison d’être. With this in mind, i have 
started a scholarship to honor students who best ex-
emplify one of the central tenets of our profession: 
the lawyer as public citizen. To help fund the Dean’s 
Scholarship for Public Citizenship, i am donating a 
portion of my decanal salary and am delighted that 
certain faculty, staff, administrators, alumni, and 
friends have also decided to contribute to this fund 
in support of our students. i thank our community 
for your continued dedication to Suffolk Law, and 
i look forward to even higher levels of engagement 
and involvement in the future.
As alumni and friends of Suffolk Law, you are ab-
solutely essential to the success of our goals. i have 
enjoyed meeting many of you at events in Boston, 
Los Angeles, New york, Providence, San Francisco, 
and Washington, and i look forward to spending 
time with even more of you at upcoming events 
across the country. it is a very exciting time at Suffolk 
Law, and i very much hope you will be a part of it!
Best wishes and continued success in your 
endeavors.
Sincerely,
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LAWBriefs
AriAnnA Huffington is a fierce pro-
ponent of progressive values, runs one 
of the world’s most heavily trafficked 
websites, and has been named to Time 
magazine’s list of the world’s 100 most 
influential people.
But when she speaks of middle-class 
suffering at the hands of the ongoing 
Great Recession, she cannot help but grow 
emotional.
“We must speak of collective sacrifice,” 
Huffington passionately told an audience of 
100 during a September panel on citizenship 
hosted by the law school’s Rappaport Center 
for Law and Public Service. “We must put peo-
ple back to work. We must touch each other’s 
hearts. Democracy is not a spectator sport.”
Huffington spoke at a forum titled “The 
Role of Citizens in Addressing the Nation’s 
Key Challenges.” She toured the country 
this fall discussing her new book, Third 
World America: How Our Politicians 
Are Abandoning the Middle Class and 
Betraying the American Dream. 
During her presentation, Huffington 
likened the odds of achieving a secure 
middle-class life in the America of 2010 to 
“winning the lottery.”
“Homer Simpson’s existence is unthink-
able now,” she said of the cartoon icon who, 
as she notes in her book, lives comfortably 
in suburbia with his family on the income 
from a single job.
Huffington was joined on stage by Alan 
Khazei, co-founder of the City Year public 
service program, a former Democratic can-
didate for the U.S. Senate in Massachusetts, 
and author of Big Citizenship: How 
Pragmatic Idealism Can Bring Out the Best 
in America. Khazei encouraged audience 
members to become “big citizens,” which 
he said could be as simple as starting a local 
effort to help people struck low by jobless-
ness or a lack of health care.
Khazei invited Joe Goodwin, 29, a first-
year Suffolk Law student and an emerging 
“big citizen,” to speak. Goodwin, who joined 
the Army after 9/11 and has completed two 
tours in Iraq, talked of being “afforded 
every opportunity available in a prosperous 
society” and how this has inspired him to 
become an engaged citizen.
“This millennial generation that is com-
ing of age after 9/11 is going to be the next 
‘Greatest Generation,’” Khazei concluded.
—Tom Mashberg
AriAnnA Huffington SpeAkS out on Middle-ClASS CHAllengeS |
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tHiS fAll, the Center for Advanced Legal Studies 
(ALS) and the Intellectual Property Law Concentration 
launched the law school’s first certificate program aimed 
at helping business professionals and attorneys under-
stand intellectual property law. 
“We had been thinking for some time that we had to 
develop a certificate program,” says ALS Director Carole 
Wagan. “We came to the conclusion that IP made the 
most sense. We have so many faculty members here who 
teach in the IP area, just a wealth of resources.”
The non-degree program, which is open to business 
professionals and attorneys, consists of 11 three-hour 
modules taught by full-time law school professors, mem-
bers of the adjunct faculty, and expert practitioners. The 
curriculum was created by Professor Andrew Beckerman-
Rodau, co-director of the Intellectual Property Law 
Concentration, who also oversees the 33-hour program; 
this fall, 29 participants enrolled in the inaugural session.
Given the positive responses of the initial participants, 
Wagan aims to expand the program in the near future. 
“Our hope is that it will solidify Suffolk Law’s standing 
as a leader in intellectual property in the Boston legal com-
munity,” she says. 
—Steve Macone
ip CertifiCAte progrAM 
introduCed |
in july, the Suffolk Superior Court 
awarded Suffolk Law $250,000 in cy 
pres funds resulting from a class action 
settlement agreement in a lawsuit brought 
by Robert Bonsignore JD ’85.  
Bonsignore’s Medford-based law firm, 
Bonsignore & Brewer, has prevailed in a 
number of prior class action lawsuits. The 
lawsuit, In re Massachusetts Smokeless 
Tobacco Litigation, was initiated by 
Bonsignore as counsel of record on behalf 
of purchasers of chewing tobacco in 
Massachusetts. The plaintiffs alleged that 
the defendant, U.S. Smokeless Tobacco 
Company, had artificially inflated the cost 
of chewing tobacco products by improperly 
leveraging its large market share. The suit 
was initially filed in Suffolk Superior Court  
in 2001, with the two sides eventually 
reaching a settlement in May 2009. 
The cy pres award to Suffolk Law 
indicates that the funds should have a 
“meaningful impact” and be used to support 
a program that provides assistance to 
consumers and to further academic research 
on consumer law issues.  
Recognizing the significant and positive 
impact these funds will have, Dean Camille 
Nelson expressed her gratitude. “Suffolk 
Law is very grateful to be named as one of 
the several recipients of the cy pres awards 
resulting from this settlement,” she said.
AdVAnCeMent
Suffolk uniVerSity  
lAw SCHool reCeiVeS 
$250k Cy Pres AwArd |
LawBriefs
ExpErts WEigh in on statE’s privacy LaWs |
an ExpErt panEL of government transparency advocates 
roundly criticized as outdated Massachusetts’s public records 
law during “Access to Government Records in Massachusetts: 
Issues and Trends,” a symposium held at the Rappaport Center 
in September.
Timed to coincide with International Right to Know Day, the 
event drew speakers from state and municipal agencies, public 
advocacy groups, and the news media. Alasdair S. Roberts, the 
Jerome L. Rappaport Professor of Law and Public Policy and an 
expert on open records laws, moderated the discussion.
Kevin Dunion, Scotland’s information commissioner, told par-
ticipants in a keynote talk that the world was in the midst of a 
transparency revolution, with dozens of countries adopting ad-
vanced laws on access to government information. Dunion is a 
quasi-judicial officer who handles disputes under Scotland’s new 
Freedom of Information Act.
Massachusetts’ law, adopted in 1973, came in for heavy criticism. 
“Despite being a technology center, you rate among the worst 
states,” said Lucy Dalglish, executive director of the Reporters 
Committee for Freedom of the Press, a national monitoring group. 
“This state needs to change its culture about public access.”
The criticism came shortly after a poll released by the Rappaport 
Center and conducted by the Suffolk University Political Research 
Center found that 70 percent of Massachusetts citizens believe 
strongly that open government is critical to democracy but that 57 
percent view the state as somewhat or very secretive.
Officials from various state agencies said a lack of funding and 
personnel, and inconsistencies in how departments handle re-
cords, accounted for delays and the high cost of obtaining public 
records. New technologies are also making the task of providing 
access more complicated.
James B. Lampke, executive director of the City Solicitors and 
Town Counsel Association, said municipal officials are caught be-
tween conflicting mandates. “Is every document and every email a 
public record?” he asked. “The government feels strongly obligated 
to protect the privacy rights of employees and the general public.”
But others said the problem in Massachusetts is more profound. 
Lawmakers and judges have created so many exemptions—in-
cluding some that shield much of the 
legislature and judiciary from the open 
records law itself—that state and mu-
nicipal officials have little incentive to 
view requests in an accommodating 
light.
Maggie Mulvihill, a lawyer, veteran 
news reporter, and associate direc-
tor of the New England Center for 
Investigative Reporting at Boston 
University, said that “journalists face a 
constant problem trying to discern how 
the records are kept and stored.”
Timed to coincide with International 
Right to Know Day, the Right to 
Know colloquium was sponsored by 
the Rappaport Center for Law and 
Public Service, the Massachusetts 
City Solicitors and Town Counsel 
Association, and the ACLU of 
Massachusetts. 
—Tom Mashberg
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Kevin Dunion (left), Scottish information commissioner, and Professor 
Alasdair Roberts
LawBriefs
in july, Suffolk lAw co-sponsored 
a daylong academic program on cross-
border corporate transactions at Eötvös 
Loránd University in Budapest, part of 
the Suffolk Law LL.M. in U.S. and Global 
Business Law summer degree program.
The program included a panel titled 
“Policy Goals in Harmonizing E.U. and 
Hungarian Company Law” that was spon-
sored by LexisNexis and featured Professor 
Attila Menyhárd of Eötvös Loránd. Two 
prominent international business lawyers 
also gave presentations: Richard Thomas 
of Salans LLP in London gave a talk titled 
“Mergers and Acquisitions and Emerging 
Global Norms,” and David Dederick from 
the Budapest office of Weil, Gotshal & 
Manges LLP presented “Private Equity in 
Central European Economies.” 
The panel discussion was followed by a 
presentation from Peter Rona, a prominent 
Hungarian political commentator, who 
offered a critique of governmental con-
trol of the Euro currency in the E.U. 
Rona, who graduated from the University 
of Pennsylvania in 1964 and Oxford 
University in 1966, previously managed 
the First Hungary Fund, a venture fund 
with initial capital of $80 million. Since 
2003 he has taught at Eötvös Loránd, con-
centrating on international economic law. 
More than 50 people attended the 
daylong event, including Jaime Barberis 
Martínez, the ambassador to Hungary 
from Ecuador; and Edward Loo, the pub-
lic affairs counselor from the Embassy 
of the United States to Hungary, among 
other dignitaries.
“This program is another example 
of Suffolk Law’s innovative activi-
ties abroad,” says Associate Dean and 
Professor Stephen Hicks, the director of 
Graduate and International Programs. 
“It underscores our global presence and 
our ability to open up opportunities for 
students, such as internships with in-
ternational law firms and contacts for 
networking.” 
Suffolk lAw Co-SponSorS BudApeSt pAnel on CorporAte trAnSACtionS |
roB tAMMero JD ’10 didn’t waste any time during his last year 
at Suffolk Law.
The new graduate recently had a paper accepted for publication 
by Michigan State University’s Journal of Business & Securities 
Law. Titled “Private Equity Investment in Failed Banks: Controlling 
Risks to the Federal Safety Net,” the article takes a closer look at 
the FDIC’s Statement of Policy of Qualifications for Failed Bank 
Acquisitions, issued in 2009.
In the piece, Tammero argues that the statement fails to recognize 
that private equity investment in failed banks poses different levels 
of risk depending on how “interconnected” the private equity inves-
tor is. Each acquisition, Tammero concludes, should be looked at 
and judged individually. 
“If the private equity fund that’s buying the bank is more inter-
connected [within the national economy], then there’s more risk. 
They should have to comply with higher regulatory requirements,” 
says Tammero, who interned for the FDIC in 2009. 
Tammero received assistance on the project from Professor Joseph 
Franco and worked under the supervision of Professor Kathleen 
Engel, who encouraged him to submit the paper for publication. 
Tammero also consulted with Arthur Wilmarth Jr., a professor at 
George Washington University Law School, who was in town for 
a conference on the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act sponsored by the 
Suffolk University Law Review, the Rappaport Center, and the 
Business Law Association.
“I was able to meet with him and hear his thoughts on it, which 
was really helpful,” Tammero says. “A lot of the stuff he has written 
was the groundwork for where I went with my ideas.” 
—Steve Macone 
new grAduAte puBliSHeS pAper in ACAdeMiC journAl |
LawBriefs
ASSoCiAte deAn ASSuMeS Vp poSition |
In January, longtime Suffolk Law associate dean John Deliso was appointed associate vice 
president for university advancement. In his new position, he will focus on fundraising for capital 
needs with the goal of involving alumni, outside organizations, and the community in the growth 
of the university.   
“John has served the law school and the university for more than 30 years, providing 
extraordinary leadership, and now brings his years of knowledge and understanding of this 
institution to the Office of Advancement,” said Acting President and University Provost Barry 
Brown.
in oCtoBer, Suffolk Law joined forces 
with the University of Lund Faculty of Law 
in Sweden for an international law confer-
ence held in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. 
Titled “Sustainable Technology Transfer,” 
the gathering was part of an expanded 
effort by Suffolk Law and the University 
of Lund to train the next generation of 
Vietnamese law professors. 
Legal scholars from around the world 
attended the three-day gathering, whose 
goal was to strengthen legal education in 
Vietnam by sharpening the skills of 200 
law professors and aspiring legal scholars 
at law schools in Ho Chi Minh City and 
Hanoi. Suffolk Law professor Bernard 
M. Ortwein, who spearheaded the pro-
gram, was joined by professors Steven 
Ferrey, Christopher Gibson, and Renée M. 
Landers as well as associate deans Bernard 
V. Keenan and Marc G. Perlin.
“The Vietnamese legal system and particularly the legal education 
system was virtually nonexistent” 12 years ago, says Ortwein, one of 
three international scholars to hold an honorary doctorate from Lund. 
“Now they have a full constitution, many newly written national and 
international laws, and a growing number of law students.
“[These students] will be the future of the country, and we at Suffolk 
Law have the distinct opportunity to be a part of this amazing, historic 
project from the very beginning,” Ortwein adds. 
The Vietnam conference was the second international law conference 
organized by Suffolk Law and Lund University; the two schools have 
“enjoyed a unique relationship” since 1999, Ortwein says. The first 
conference, hosted by Suffolk Law in Boston in January 2007, was 
titled “Globalization and the U.S. Law School: Comparative and 
Cultural Perspectives 1906–2006.” Associate Justice of the U.S. 
Supreme Court Ruth Bader Ginsburg served as the keynote speaker. 
“Lund is one of most prestigious law schools in Europe,” Ortwein 
says. “We are lucky to have this relationship, which has helped make 
Suffolk well known among European law schools.” 
—Tom Mashberg
profeSSorS pArtiCipAte in legAl ConferenCe in VietnAM |
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tHiS fAll, President David J. 
Sargent retired after more than 50 
years of dedicated service to Suffolk 
University.
David Sargent graduated from 
Suffolk University Law School, 
magna cum laude, in 1954. He  
returned to the law school in 1956 
as an adjunct faculty member,  
rising to the rank of full profes-
sor in 1962. From 1973 to 1989, 
Sargent directed the law school 
as its dean before assuming the 
university presidency in 1989. 
The extraordinary range and depth 
of this intellectual community, the 
growth of our faculties and student 
body, and our programmatic and 
curricular expansion all occurred 
with his strong encouragement. 
The libraries in which our students 
study, the residence halls where 
they live and make lasting friend-
ships, and the classrooms in 
which we teach and learn are clear 
physical examples of this dynamic 
growth.
I join the Suffolk Law community 
in thanking him for his decades 
of unparalleled service to our 
institution.
Acting president and university 
provost Barry Brown
deAn nelSon AppointS four new ASSoCiAte deAnS |
A Message from 
Acting President 
Barry Brown
tHiS fAll, incoming dean Camille A. Nelson appointed four 
new associate deans to the decanal office. 
Professor Karen Blum will serve as the inaugural associate 
dean for external affairs and development. Professor Blum 
has taught at Suffolk Law since 1964 in the areas of civil 
procedure, federal courts, civil rights, and police misconduct 
litigation. She is a regular faculty participant in Section 1983 
civil rights litigation programs and institutes around the coun-
try and serves as a faculty member for workshops sponsored 
by the Federal Judicial Center for federal judges and federal 
magistrate judges. Working with Dean Nelson, the Office of 
Advancement, and the Office of Alumni Relations, Professor 
Blum will work to promote the law school to external audi-
ences throughout the country. 
Professor Kathleen Engel will assume the role of associate 
dean for intellectual life, replacing Professor Linda Simard. 
A national authority on mortgage finance and regulation, 
subprime and predatory lending, and housing discrimination, 
Professor Engel is the co-author, with Patricia A. McCoy, of the 
book The Subprime Virus (Oxford University Press, 2011). She 
has been quoted in numerous media outlets, including CNN 
and Bloomberg TV, on the subject of the country’s ongoing 
financial crisis. In her new role, Professor Engel will be respon-
sible for supporting, facilitating, and promoting excellence in 
both scholarship and teaching. 
In addition, professors Christopher Gibson and Ilene 
Seidman were appointed assistant deans and will assume the 
associate deanships currently held by professors Marc Perlin 
and Bernard Keenan. Professor Gibson is an expert in in-
ternational law, international arbitration, and international 
intellectual property issues. He is the author of Designing 
Compensation After Upheaval: Insights from the Experience 
of the United Nations Compensation Commission (Oxford University Press, 2010). 
Professor Seidman is an expert in violence against women and the justice system’s 
response to sexual assault. She is a longtime clinical professor and currently serves as 
associate director of Suffolk Laws’s Clinical Program.
“I am delighted by the enthusiasm and dedication of these appointees and very much 
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By Jane Whitehead 
PhotograPhy By Faith ninivaggi
faceThe New
of suffolk law
Bringing With her a distinguished academic record, 
an amBitious vision, and a hands-on aPProach,  
camille a. nelson assumed her role as the neW dean 
oF suFFolk university laW school this Fall.
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student leaders were unanimous in their 
enthusiasm and high hopes for the tenure of a 
dean who comes with an international reputa-
tion as an outstanding legal scholar and teacher. 
“she’s going to bring a lot of energy, enthu-
siasm, and progress, and I’m very excited,” 
said sBa secretary ariele Yaffee, a third-year 
evening student. 
“There’s no air about her of being a 
dean—she’s very approachable,” added sBa 
president and third-year student Tristan 
Colangelo, who served on the student panel 
of the search committee that chose Nelson in 
May 2010. at her interview, added second-
year student Nils lundblad, “she talked 
about bringing in a culture of accessibility 
and transparency that resonated with a lot of 
students on the search committee.” 
These opinions are echoed by the adminis-
trators who hired her. 
“In its search for a new dean, the law school 
was seeking a dynamic leader who recognized 
the phenomenal achievements of its students, 
faculty, and alumni—someone who could 
move the institution forward to further nation-
al and international prominence,” says suffolk 
university acting President and Provost Barry 
Brown. “In Dean Nelson, the law school has 
found such a leader: a legal scholar who is ex-
tremely aware of current issues in legal educa-
tion, ranging from financial aid, to placement, 
scholarship, minority admissions and curricu-
lum reform. she is an able, articulate, and com-
     ourteen days after her official 
start as the twelfth dean of suffolk 
university law school, Camille Nelson 
hosted a reception for the leaders of the 
student Bar association (sBa) in the 
Dean’s suite of sargent hall. Nelson, 
a Canadian of Jamaican heritage, 
cut a compelling figure as she moved 
among clusters of students, faculty, 
and administrators, listening intently,  
laughing, and making people feel at 
home. 
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mitted national spokesperson who will move 
our institution forward to its well-deserved 
place among the great american law schools.”
earlY ProfessIoNal 
BegINNINgs
In conversations carved from her solidly 
packed schedule, Nelson shows the same 
openness in describing her legal scholarship, 
her passion for teaching, her relative naïveté 
as a young law student—she had never met a 
lawyer before she enrolled at the university 
of ottawa faculty of law in 1991—her fam-
ily balancing act as the mother of three young 
children, and her aspirations for the future of 
suffolk law.
“I wouldn’t want to be a dean just anywhere,” 
says Nelson. her connection with suffolk law 
dates back to 1999, when she reluctantly 
turned down a job offer as a professor, “partly 
because Boston was so expensive, and we were 
coming from New York with zero dollars and 
zero cents,” she recalls. “But I happen to love 
this school. There’s just this overwhelming 
commitment to legal education that I feel here, 
and that I want to be a part of.”
In her first letter to the suffolk law alumni 
community this fall, Nelson explained why 
the school’s core mission to provide a legal 
education to capable students, “regardless of 
background or circumstances,” has a particu-
lar personal resonance. her parents’ motive for 
emigrating from their native Jamaica to Canada 
was “their search for educational opportunities 
for their children,” she wrote. The pursuit of 
excellence, she added, “can be elusive and 
difficult unless doors are opened for those 
from backgrounds that have not traditionally 
led to a professional career.”
Those doors would have been barred 
against her, she says now, but for the help 
of generous mentors early in her career. a 
telephone call from Professor Joanne st. 
lewis of the university of ottawa faculty 
of law sealed Nelson’s choice of law school, 
and studying with st. lewis gave Nelson 
her first experience of being taught by a 
person of color. when Nelson hung back 
from applying for a clerkship with the 
Canadian supreme Court, in part because 
she had only the haziest notion of a clerk’s 
duties, the school’s then-vice dean sandra 
rogers strongly encouraged her to apply.
The resulting clerkship with Justice frank 
Iacobucci in 1994–1995 marked a waypoint in 
Nelson’s legal education and the start of a last-
ing friendship. “I credit him in so many ways 
for everything I’ve been able to achieve,” says 
Nelson. Iacobucci taught her the power of legal 
doctrine, that there is no substitute for the 
patient mastery of precedent, statutes, 
and regulations. a keen grammarian and 
accomplished writer, he also purged Nelson’s 
bench memos of dangling participles and split 
infinitives. 
speaking from his office at Yale law school, 
where he is teaching this semester, the now-
retired Justice Iacobucci recalls how Nelson 
stood out in the hotly competitive pool of 
applicants for supreme Court clerkships for 
her intellect, energy, thoroughness, and re-
markable warmth. 
“she loves the law and has a passion for it,” 
he says, a passion he is confident she will be 
able to convey as dean, thanks to her conta-
gious enthusiasm and exceptional gifts as a 
communicator.
a gIvINg TeaCher  
aND Colleague
Nelson has been a generous mentor herself in 
the course of her career as an award-winning 
teacher and legal scholar, nine years of which 
she spent as a professor of law at saint louis 
university school of law in Missouri. angela 
onwuachi-willig, professor of law at the 
university of Iowa, first met Nelson seven 
years ago at a latino and latina Critical legal 
Theory (latCrit) conference. she remembers 
many instances of Nelson advising junior 
colleagues of color about how to overcome 
teaching obstacles, find mentors who would 
help them grow as scholars, and negotiate 
the demands of service in institutions seeking 
diversity on boards and committees.
hazel weiser, executive director of the 
society of american law Teachers (salT), 
cites the 40-odd law review articles and sym-
posium papers, from 2003 to the present, 
that acknowledge Nelson’s help as evidence of 
“There’s an overwhelming 
commitment to legal 
education here at suffolk law 
that I want to be a part of,” 
says Dean Nelson.
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her commitment as a teacher who truly cares 
about “enlarging the community of scholars.” 
kent syverud, dean of washington university 
school of law in st. louis, has known Nelson 
as a colleague for several years, most recently 
when she was Dean’s scholar there from July 
to December 2009. for the first time in his 18 
years’ experience as a dean, he says, 20 first-
year students came to thank him personally 
for bringing a teacher—Nelson—to campus. 
what they appreciated, says syverud, was that 
“she was a clear, demanding teacher who cared 
about them inside and outside of class, and 
knew them all by name.” That, he adds, is a 
very unusual combination.
The CosT of 
oPPorTuNITY 
“I often wonder where home is. I am constantly 
negotiating between home and abroad, native 
culture and adopted culture,” Nelson wrote in 
her essay “adrift in the Diaspora.” The piece 
appeared in Racism, Eh?: A Critical Inter-
Disciplinary Anthology of Race and Racism in 
Canada (Captus Press, Toronto, 2004), a vol-
ume that she co-edited with her younger sister 
Charmaine Nelson, a professor of art history 
at Mcgill university in Montreal, currently a 
fulbright scholar and visiting research chair 
in the history of architecture and art at the 
university of California, santa Barbara. 
“Charmaine and I felt we needed to do that 
book,” says Nelson. In their suburban schools 
just outside of Toronto, people of color were 
rarities in the classroom and textbooks. “we 
didn’t talk about the fact that Canada had 
slavery, we barely touched on the first Peoples 
and the fact that we’re a settler colony—there 
were whole pieces of history omitted,” she re-
calls. she also felt isolated on a personal level: 
“when you’re one of a few anywhere, it can be 
hard, and kids can be cruel,” she says, although 
she credits her Jamaican parents with working 
hard to make connections with other west 
Indian families and trying to recreate “some 
sense of home in the great white North.” Not 
until law school—“the most diverse environ-
ment I had ever been in”—did Nelson have 
the opportunity to study with and learn from 
teachers and students from all walks of life.
for her parents, says Nelson, the only routes 
out of poverty were education or athletics. her 
father won scholarships enabling him to pursue 
a teaching diploma in Jamaica, obtained fur-
ther scholarships to the university of the west 
Indies, and was ultimately recruited by the 
Canadian government to migrate to Canada. 
he continued his education, earning three 
master’s degrees at the university of Toronto 
by studying in the evening while working as a 
teacher, and later a vice principal, during the 
day. Nelson stayed with her grandparents in 
Jamaica while her parents established a life in 
Canada. Nelson adds that, just as many women 
have done, her mother, one of the kindest and 
smartest people she has ever known, “sacri-
ficed her educational opportunities in order to 
work to save money for my migration.” on her 
eventual journey to Toronto, at age 2, she cried 
the whole way. “That’s the story of people seek-
ing opportunities,” she says. 
a Professor Is BorN 
Nelson always knew she wanted to teach, so 
after a two-year stint as a litigation associate 
with the leading Toronto law firm of McCarthy 
Tétrault llP, she applied to Columbia law 
school’s associates-in-law Program, which 
provides fellowships to law school graduates 
who teach legal writing and research while pur-
suing an advanced degree. In the late 1990s, 
she says, Columbia was a “powerhouse of criti-
cal thinking” in areas that were beginning to 
intrigue her, including economics, gender, and 
critical race theory.
when their first son, Xavier, was two and a 
half months old, Nelson and her husband, film 
and media archivist David rowntree, packed 
up their battered ford and drove from Toronto 
to New York City. “It was a big move for us at 
a really significant time,” she says, “but it was 
absolutely the right thing to do.”
a fellow Canadian recruit to the Columbia 
program, vincent de grandpré, first caught 
sight of Nelson at rush hour on the sidewalk 
outside the school’s graduate residences on 
Broadway, supervising the unloading of a mov-
ing truck with a tiny baby in the background. 
“she really had a heavy load at the time,” says 
de grandpré, now an intellectual property 
law specialist with the Toronto firm of osler, 
hoskin & harcourt llP.
speaking as a friend as well as a former 
colleague (he is godfather to Nelson’s younger 
son Julien), de grandpré marvels in retrospect 
at Nelson’s dynamism. “she was always her 
energetic self while doing twice as much as we 
all were,” he says. one of the strengths he sees 
Nelson bringing to the deanship is her range of 
experiences and perspectives. as a Canadian-
trained lawyer—who also happens to be black 
and a woman—with experience as a litigator 
and professor in Canada as well as a professor 
in the u.s. and europe, he sees her as having 
an openness to international legal culture and a 
breadth of vision that sets her apart from many 
of her peers in u.s. law schools. 
In her scholarship, Nelson has never been 
afraid to “tackle subject matter and points 
of view that are not mainstream,” says Teri 
Dobbins Baxter, a law professor and long-time 
colleague of Nelson’s at saint louis university 
school of law. In recent presentations she 
has addressed the criminalization of mental 
illness in the african american community, 
homophobia in the Caribbean, and inequali-
ties in health care viewed through the lens of 
critical race theory. In more than 20 academic 
journal and law review articles as well as 
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numerous symposium papers and book chap-
ters, she has established herself as “an impor-
tant scholar in the new wave of critical race the-
orists,” according to Dean kevin Johnson of the 
university of California school of law. In addi-
tion to her scrutiny of the impact of race on the 
criminal justice system, says Johnson, Nelson is 
also known for her transnational, comparative 
approach to legal and cultural studies. “she’s a 
phenomenal scholar,” agrees onwuachi-willig, 
citing Nelson’s “groundbreaking work on the 
intersection of race and disability.” 
BalaNCINg aCT
“always make time for your family and loved 
ones,” Nelson told the entering Class of 2013 
in her orientation address. “It will be hard, 
[but] striving for balance and well-being now” 
will pay dividends when students enter the 
work world. 
Nelson knows what she’s talking about. 
as the mother of three children age 8 to 12, 
she constantly juggles her competing respon-
sibilities at home and work. seven days after 
her suffolk law deanship officially began 
on september 1, she blocked out time in the 
morning to walk them to their first day of 
school. “That was important,” she says.
after a couple of late nights in the office re-
cently, she scrambled to get home in time to 
take her sons to soccer practice. “I was there 
with my iPad the whole time, I was doing all 
this stuff on my iPad and iPhone, but I was 
there to bring them, pick them up, and to 
make sure they had something to eat,” she says, 
laughing at this evocation of the multitasking 
professional parent on the sidelines. at the 
time, her husband was on a research assign-
ment in Cairo, and her mother had flown in 
from Toronto to help take care of the family. 
iPad aside, Nelson’s friends note her capac-
ity for giving total attention to the people she’s 
with. “she has an ability to be completely fo-
cused on wherever she needs to be. when she’s 
with her kids, she’s with her kids,” says Teri 
Dobbins Baxter, who remembered the fun she 
had with Nelson when they would go to cook-
ing and wine-tasting courses together after 




a new dean faces a balancing act of another 
kind, notes kent syverud. she needs to signal 
decisive leadership and give colleagues a sense 
of direction, while at the same time showing 
sensitivity to the hopes, dreams, and fears of 
individuals already at the institution. “You 
have to just shut up and listen to people,” he 
says, noting that this does not come naturally 
to many professors. 
Nelson, he says, was a star at what she her-
self laughingly called “Baby Dean school,” 
the annual intensive five-day training pro-
gram for new law school deans run by the 
american Bar association, which took place 
in wyoming in May 2010. among the new 
and prospective deans, says syverud, Nelson 
was a notably “thoughtful, reflective, and 
personable” presence, and as a Canadian 
and a woman of color, she was often able to 
frame issues in ways that were novel to her 
colleagues.
Nelson’s early focus has been to seek input 
from all quarters while setting up structures 
that will support and carry forward her vision 
for diversity, development, and increased ac-
cess to a suffolk law education. “I’m new, 
and we have many people here who have 
deep, committed relationships to this institu-
tion and to our alums, so it behooves me to 
start with them, to ask them their thoughts, 
and that’s what I have been busy doing,” says 
Nelson. 
“she’s very inclusive,” says Dean of 
admissions gail ellis, noting that Nelson in-
vited administrators and staff to the first faculty 
meeting of the term. “she’s someone who likes 
to give everyone a voice, and their voice counts.” 
In creating new committees, notably for 
teaching and for advancement and develop-
ment, and in reviewing the personnel on ex-
isting committees, Nelson has given careful 
thought to the selection of co-chairs, with an 
eye to diversity and to “bringing new voices 
onto committees and empowering new voices 
within the school.” In the form of three new 
term-limited associate deanships, she has al-
ready introduced a new model of “rotating 
centers of power.”
Nelson, says Professor Ilene seidman—one 
of her four newly appointed associate deans—
has a compelling vision “for enabling the 
law school to realize its potential and bring-
“our alumni base is the core of 
our strength. only with their 
help will we get through these 
tumultuous times.”
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ing together all the strengths it already has 
in teaching, scholarship, and service to the 
community.” at a time when the legal educa-
tion establishment is grappling with technolog-
ical, economic, and social challenges, seidman 
believes that Nelson’s deep and wide-ranging 
connections in the legal academic community, 
her laser focus on students, and her commit-
ment to supporting faculty scholarship will 
serve suffolk law well. 
Nelson sees a key role for suffolk law’s 
approximately 23,000 alumni. “our alumni 
base is the core of our strength,” she says. 
“only with their help will we get through these 
tumultuous times.” fundraising to alleviate the 
school’s dependence on tuition revenues is high 
on Nelson’s to-do list. “we cannot continue to 
increase tuition at the rate that we have seen 
throughout the country,” she says. “It’s unfair 
to students who are graduating with mortgages 
and uncertain job prospects. To my sense of 
justice, that’s just wrong.”
Boosting alumni participation is a major 
plank in her strategy. “My biggest challenge 
is to figure out ways in which we can bring 
our alumni back to the school in ways that 
are meaningful both for them and for current 
students,” she says. her goal is one hundred 
percent participation, construed in a broad 
manner that includes everything from writing 
checks and helping students with networking 
and résumé-building to advising faculty about 
how best to prepare new lawyers for the de-
mands of practice.
still in the honeymoon phase of her dean-
ship, when she is finding the challenges 
“exhilarating,” Nelson is wary of looking 
too far into the future. But when asked 
what changes she would like to see over the 
next five years, she is quick to respond: stu-
dents graduating with less debt and better 
job prospects; greater alumni involvement; 
greater inclusivity in the decision-making 
process; and greater diversity in the student 
body, the administration, and the faculty. 
“and when I talk about diversity,” she adds, 
“I’m talking about sexual orientation, race, 
national origin, religion, age, gender, class, 
and disability.” 
Being a dean, reflects ellis, is “like being 
the conductor of an orchestra.” with Dean 
Nelson on the podium, and the orchestra 
tuning up, the music is poised to move into 
a new key. 
DeaN NelsoN: “I woulDN’T waNT To Be a DeaN JusT aNYwhere. BuT I haPPeN To love ThIs sChool.”
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Driven by world events and a sense of purpose, Suffolk law graduates are 
serving their country in ever-greater numbers, a commitment that stretches 
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ust as it has long been a tradition among Suffolk University 
Law School men and women to thrive in the legal field’s 
public service positions of prosecutor, legislator, and judge, 
so too has it been a time-honored practice to serve in the 
armed forces.
Indeed, Suffolk Law is one of the most respected and prolific pro-
viders of officers serving as lawyers in the judge advocate general 
corps as well as other capacities, according to military officials, law 
school administrators, and alumni.
“Suffolk generates many excellent officers,” says Commander Jason 
Baltimore, a Navy JAG special assistant. “There is a tradition of ser-
vice at Suffolk.”
“Suffolk Law has for many years had tremendous relations with 
the military,” adds Gregory P. Noone JD ’90, a captain in the U.S. 
Naval Reserve and commanding officer of the Navy International 
and Operational Law reserve unit, who now helps recruit JAG 
officers.
A History of Service
As much as anyone, a retired naval officer and lawyer named Anthony 
J. DeVico helped build Suffolk Law’s connections to the military. 
DeVico arrived on Temple Street in 1972 as an associate professor of 
law and the school’s first placement director.
The 1970s were marked by widespread disillusionment, as the 
Vietnam War dragged to its unhappy conclusion and the resignation 
of a president tarnished the highest office in the land. But DeVico 
remained focused on his mission: finding good men and women for 
the service. Other Boston-area law schools succumbed to pressure to 
ban recruiters from campus, but not Suffolk Law.
“That was a big deal, for Suffolk to do that,” says Noone. 
DeVico had been a young Boston College Law School graduate when 
Pearl Harbor was bombed, and his subsequent enlistment began a 
distinguished career that culminated in command of the Naval Justice 
School in Newport, Rhode Island, where Navy, Marine Corps, and 
Coast Guard JAG recruits go for 10 weeks of legal training.
“This is one of the finest officers I have ever known,” an admiral 
wrote of DeVico in a fitness report on file in the law school archives. 
“[He is] of impeccable integrity, superb leadership, uncommon com-
mon sense.”
DeVico had been recruited to Suffolk Law by the former dean 
Donald R. Simpson, himself a former JAG officer well-acquainted 
with DeVico’s military career.
“Tony DeVico knew everyone, all the senior officers across the 
spectrum: Navy, Army, Marines, Air Force,” recalls longtime associate 
dean John Deliso. “He helped many young graduates get a good jump 
on their careers in the law by going through JAG.”
By the time DeVico retired in 1979, Suffolk Law was a font of JAG 
officers. “The momentum Tony built up in the 1970s carried on in the 
1980s and the 1990s, and it really hasn’t let up,” says Deliso.
Today, Suffolk Law also warmly welcomes veterans. As part of the 
Yellow Ribbon GI Education Enhancement Program, it offers former 
servicemen and women up to $25,000 in grant money annually. (The 
federal government provides additional assistance to veterans of the 
Iraq and Afghanistan wars). The university also offers an executive 
MBA program to military personnel in Arlington, Virginia, adjacent 
to joint base Fort Myer-Henderson Hall.
Global Careers with Historical Implications
Marine Corps Colonel Jeffrey Colwell JD ’94 represents the finest tra-
ditions in both military service and the law. He is chief defense counsel 
of the U.S. Department of Defense’s Office of Military Commissions, 
which functions as a tribunal to try accused terrorists of war crimes. 
“Not the most popular clients in the world,” says the soft-spo-
ken Naval Academy graduate of the detainees at the naval base in 
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. Nevertheless, Colwell directs a staff of about 
90, including 40 lawyers in both Washington and Guantanamo, in 
service to the rule of law. 
He briefly represented Ahmed Ghailani, who was accused in the 
1998 bombings of the U.S. embassies in Tanzania and Kenya. Those 
bombings killed 224 people, including 12 Americans, and brought 
to the attention of American terrorist experts a new and lethal group 
calling itself al-Qaeda. The government intended to try Ghailani be-
fore a tribunal of five officers that could result in a death sentence, 
and Colwell and Ghailani had an initial meeting about his pending 
hearing. But then, at the last moment, Washington decided Ghailani 
should be tried in a civilian court. In November, Ghailani was acquit-
ted of all but one charge in connection with the embassy bombing and 
later sentenced to life in prison.
Colwell, a veteran of the 1991 Persian Gulf War, also represented 
Salim Ahmed Hamdan, Osama bin Laden’s driver, in one of the first 
military tribunals set up by the Bush administration after the 9/11 
terrorist attacks in 2001. Colwell challenged the legal authority of the 
commission itself. The matter went all the way to the U.S. Supreme 
Court, and in 2006 the Supreme Court struck down such tribunals, 
“Suffolk law haS  
for many yearS had 
tremendouS relationS 
with the military,” 
SayS navy Captain 
GreGory noone Jd ’90.
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ruling them unauthorized by federal statute and in violation of inter-
national law. As a result, Congress overhauled the entire military com-
mission system.
Colwell is proud of his service. “Without us, there is no rule of law,” 
he says.
Captain Noone has been involved in international justice as well, hav-
ing traveled to 75 countries and circled the world many times over in 
his Navy service. Last year, he led a mission to Brazzaville, the capital of 
the Republic of Congo, in one of most war-ravaged corners of the world. 
There, he convened a weeklong conference of high-ranking Congolese 
government lawyers on how to detect and root out official corruption.
“In Africa, they love Americans and America,” he says. “We don’t 
tell them what to do. We say, ‘This is what’s worked in the past; this is 
what’s failed.’ We talk lawyer to lawyer and military officer to military 
officer.”
In his Navy career, Noone has trained members of the Iraqi National 
Congress, the post-genocide government in Rwanda, the post-Taliban 
government in Afghanistan, civil society in Sudan, and senior mem-
bers of the Russian government.
“Not places you go on vacation,” he says.
Noone, who in his civilian life is an assistant professor of political 
science and law and director of the national security and intelligence 
program at Fairmont State University in West Virginia, recalls fondly 
the late Suffolk Law professor Thomas Lambert Jr., who taught him 
torts. Lambert had been a prosecutor at the Nuremberg war crimes 
trials after World War II; in fact, Lambert was chosen to prepare the 
U.S. trial brief and trial address against Martin Bormann, the Nazi 
Party chief and personal secretary to Hitler.
“Every school-boy knows that Hitler was an evil man,” Lambert told 
the court in Nuremberg, according to a yellowing typewritten tran-
script housed in the law school archives. “The prosecution empha-
sizes, however, that without chieftains like Bormann, prepared to use 
any methods to accomplish the aims of the conspiracy, Hitler would 
never have been able to seize and consolidate total power in Europe 
but would have been left to walk in the wilderness.”
Before shipping out to post-genocide Rwanda, Noone put in a call to 
his old professor for some tips on approaching war crimes.
Lambert “implored us to make sure that the concept of individual 
accountability was paramount and that victims were able to see justice 
being done,” he recalls.
For Noone, it has all been a very heady experience. “The Navy gave 
me everything they promised, plus more,” he says. “I feel I have been 
very fortunate to have served my country.”
unique navy JAG numbers
There are about 835 judge advocates in active service in the Navy (the 
Army and Air Force have their own JAG corps). Last year, the Navy 
selected about 60 new recruits out of an applicant pool of more than 
1,300. (There are another 460 reserve JAG officers.)
her Body of Work
	 ue lynch Ba ’93,	Jd ’99	was	supposed	to	enjoy	the	perks	
and	privileges	of	her	senior	year	in	college	when	the	Gulf	War	broke	
out	in	1990.










What	 was	 happening	 to	 her	 was	 post-traumatic	 stress	 disorder	
(PTSD),	though	she	didn’t	know	it	at	the	time.
“I	 crashed—I	 crashed	 hard,”	 she	 recalls	 during	 an	 interview	 in	
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And Suffolk Law, as it happens, is better 
represented in those ranks than any other law 
school in the nation—more than 10 percent of 
the officers are Suffolk Law alumni, according to 
Navy data. What’s more, the third-highest rank-
ing officer in the Navy Judge Advocate General’s 
Corps is Captain Mark Lawton JD ’85, assistant 
JAG for operations and management. Lawton, 
a Winchester native, joined the Navy during his 
second year at Suffolk Law and has served tours 
in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, and Naples, Italy. 
“This is an amazing time to be in the JAG Corps,” 
Lawton told JAG Magazine in 2009. “There is so 
much going on in the way of transformation.”
At least three other Suffolk Law graduates are 
captains: Steven Barney JD ’90, fleet judge ad-
vocate for U.S. Fleet Forces Command; Michael 
Palmer JD ’88, commanding officer of Naval Legal 
Service Office Mid-Atlantic; and James Ryan JD 
’91, commanding officer of Naval Special Warfare 
Command. That number represents more than 
five percent of all captains, says Jennifer Zeldis, a 
Navy public information officer.
“From day one, Suffolk Law instilled peer ca-
maraderie,” says Palmer, citing a key ingredient for success in the 
military.
Lieutenant Courtney (Murphy) Lewis JD ’05, for one, believes the 
Navy JAG was her destiny. Her grandfather was a Navy aviator and 
her father a Navy officer and merchant mariner, having graduated 
from the Massachusetts Maritime Academy. 
At the Naval Justice School in Newport, Lewis, like many fledg-
ling Suffolk Law JAG officers before her, spent 10 weeks learning the 
Navy system of justice, including courts-martial for serious accusa-
tions, non-judicial punishments for lesser infractions such as failure to 
show up for work, the rules governing separation from service (honor-
able discharge or otherwise), and administrative law.
Lewis says she felt well prepared by her Suffolk Law professors and 
singles out the late professor Catherine Judge. “She was tough, and I 
struggled with contracts, but she really cared about you getting it, not 
just to pass the test, but to really get it,” she says.
In her present tour, Lewis is the lawyer for the Naval Air Station 
in Fallon, Nevada, home of the Naval Strike and Air Warfare Center, 
which flies and maintains F-18 Hornet and F-16 Viper fighter jets as 
well as SH-60F Seahawk helicopters. 
“I’ve handled cases involving everything from the Americans with 
Disabilities Act to state land use law to criminal law cases,” she says. 
“It’s a very broad practice.”
Commander Jillian Morrison JD ’93 had spent more than a decade 
honing her skills as a Navy environmental lawyer when a technically 
complex case involving underwater sonar and whales landed on her 
desk in 2006.
The case had begun in San Diego when an environmental group 
claimed whales were beaching themselves and dying because of the 
sonar. A district court judge agreed. The Ninth Circuit Court of 
Appeals also agreed—to a point, ordering the Navy to put new limits 
on how and where to use sonar in anti-submarine readiness exercises.
That’s when Morrison came into the case. There were dozens of 
highly skilled lawyers involved, from the U.S. Department of Justice 
and the Office of General Counsel to the Navy. But few if any had 
worn the uniform, been to sea, and knew intuitively the Navy point of 
view. Morrison’s job was to make sure all the briefs right down to the 
fine details reflected the Navy’s perspective.
By then, Morrison’s skills were so well regarded that the Navy had 
plucked her from among hundreds of other JAG officers to attend George 
Washington University Law School for an LLM in environmental law.
suffolk law is Better 
represented in the 
navy Jag ranks than 
any other law sChool 
in the nation.
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“It [was] a great opportunity for me to become a specialist in envi-
ronmental law, which is a field that I love,” she says. 
The case made it to the Supreme Court in October 2008. When it 
did, Morrison was in the courtroom, watching the solicitor general 
present the case she had helped prepare. The Supreme Court ultimate-
ly ruled for the Navy, giving Morrison a strong sense of accomplish-
ment for both the Navy and the environment.
“I feel like I am helping make the Navy better stewards of the envi-
ronment and at the same time helping to allow the Navy to still get the 
mission done,” she says. “That’s my job.”
deepening a Commitment 
to Public service
Harold P. “Hank” Naughton JD ’91 never intended to join the Army. 
After graduating Suffolk Law and serving as an assistant district 
attorney in Worcester County, Naughton went into practice for himself 
as a criminal defense attorney. He also ran for public office and was 
elected to the Massachusetts House of Representatives in 1994, repre-
senting the 12th district. 
But after the events of September 11, 2001, Naughton, at the age of 
43, felt a need to further serve and protect his country. 
“I just wanted to protect America and protect our way of life,” says 
Naughton, the father of four. 
He joined the Army Reserve, volunteering for a tour of active duty 
in Kuwait and Baghdad in 2005. There he handled about 125 cases 
a week, helping Iraqis prosecute arrested al-Qaeda members, insur-
gents, holdovers from Saddam’s regime, and common criminals.
“The work was exhausting but exhilarating, and there are very few 
other times in my life that I felt I was doing something so worthwhile,” 
Naughton says.
When he returned home, Naughton says, he was more committed 
than ever to giving back. He was reelected in November and currently 
serves as house chair of the Joint Committee on Veterans and Federal 
Affairs.
Newton, Massachusetts, mayor Setti Warren JD ’06 credits his mili-
tary service as giving him the kind of leadership experience that helped 
launch his political career.
“It gave me the capacity to make tough, critical decisions in a timely 
manner and under pressure,” he says.
Warren accepted an officer commission in the Navy Reserve in 
2002. By then he had already served in the Clinton White House and 
as a regional director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency. 
He had also worked in a senior staff position at Boston College, his 
undergraduate alma mater.
But Warren was determined to follow in the footsteps of his father, 
who served in the Korean War, and his grandfather, who served in 
World War II.
“Public service has [always] been important to my family,” he says.
the ultimAte sACrifiCe
										n 2005 david Connolly Jd ’02, an	Army	captain,	died	in	
a	helicopter	crash	in	Afghanistan.	Connolly,	37,	was	an	assistant	








he	 grew	 up	 and	 into	 middle	 age	
grappling	 with	 these	 questions:	
“Can	 I	 do	 more,	 can	 I	 do	 better,	
can	 I	 make	 a	 difference?”	 The	
family	has	since	founded	the	Ma-
jor	David	S.	Connolly	Foundation	
to	 honor	 his	 spirit	 through	 edu-
cational	 scholarships,	 programs,	
and	grants.
“All	 of	 his	 family	 and	 friends	




Warren, a petty officer first class intelligence specialist, was de-
ployed to Iraq in October 2007. During two weeks of leave, he re-
turned home to learn his wife was pregnant with their first child.
“Of course, it was difficult to leave my family for a year to go 
to Iraq,” he says. “But I am honored to have served my county in 
uniform.”
When he returned home, he decided to seek public office, in part 
because he felt strongly that his life experiences had given him some-
thing positive to offer. Warren was elected the mayor of his hometown 
in 2008, the city’s first new mayor in 12 years and its first African-
American mayor.
As for running the city of Newton, with its myriad interest groups 
and constant pressure, Warren says his training has come in handy.
“Being mayor has its own challenges,” he says. “But it’s great—it’s 
another kind of opportunity to do some good things.”  
Sean P. Murphy JD ’91 most recently wrote a retrospective on the 
political career of former Boston mayor John F. Collins JD ’41 for the 
Spring 2010 issue of Suffolk Law Alumni Magazine.
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Carl Rosenblum JD ’83 has spent nearly three decades working as one of 
the country’s top oil and gas attorneys. It was a professional framework 
that would prove crucial to the biggest case of his career: fighting for 
small-business interests in the wake of the BP oil spill off the coast of his 
adopted hometown.   By SuSan FInCh  /   PhotogRaPhy By Kathy anDeRSon
S  LIghtLy mORe than a mOnth after an oil rig drilling a BP well exploded late last spring off the Louisiana coast, killing 11 crew-men and fouling the gulf of mexico with a seem-ingly unstoppable spew of crude oil, veteran new Orleans litigator Carl D. Rosenblum JD ’83 began the highest-profile case of his career.Serving as the lead plaintiff attorney in Hornbeck Offshore Services v. Salazar, Rosenblum repre-sented nearly 40 Louisiana-based businesses in challenging the government’s six-month offshore 
deepwater drilling moratorium. at a hearing in 
June, he told u.S. District Court Judge martin 
L. C. Feldman that the ban was hastily and ille-
gally adopted. What it amounted to, Rosenblum 
argued, was a complete shutdown of the gulf of 
mexico deepwater drilling industry.
“this was done with the stroke of a pen, with-
out any rule-making, and it has far-, far-reaching 
implications,” he said in laying out reasons why 
Feldman should stop the u.S. Department of the 
Interior from continuing to enforce the morato-
rium. although the suspension was scheduled to 
last at least six months, Rosenblum said it had al-
ready prompted some owners of large, technically 
sophisticated drilling rigs to move their equipment 
to faraway oil fields.
that loss, he told Feldman, would be felt along 
the gulf Coast by “an ecosystem of businesses” for 
far longer than six months.
“this is not a matter of being pro-oil and gas 
or anti-environment,” Rosenblum said. “this is 
a case where we are asking your honor to make 
sure that the government here, the defendants, 
follow the law.... We are not asking you to write 
new rules.”
Ruling a day after a hearing on the request for a 
preliminary injunction, Feldman said the govern-
ment had gone too far. he issued a preliminary 
injunction that the government’s move to suspend 
all deepwater drilling in the gulf was “arbitrary 
and capricious” because it affected all drilling 
operations regardless of companies’ individual 
efforts to operate safely. On October 12, the gov-
ernment announced an early end to the drilling 
moratorium it originally said would last until the 
end of november (another related case is still 
pending).
Says the intensely confident Rosenblum, “time 
will tell whether the saga continues.”
a Destined 
Career Path
to hear Rosenblum tell it, his dream was always 
to be a litigator.
the middle of three brothers, Rosenblum grew 
up watching episodes of Perry Mason, finding he 
liked “the impromptu-ness of things that happen 
in court,” and reading about the legal careers of 
real-life big-name lawyers like Clarence Darrow 
and F. Lee Bailey.
“I enjoyed the intellectual ping-pong of a de-
bate,” Rosenblum says. “I was strong-willed and 
would try to put my points forth pretty aggressive-
ly, intensely, passionately, emotionally”—including 
when he and his brothers tried to convince their 
parents to do something.
“I remember vaguely that my mother would say, 
‘you ought to be a lawyer when you grow up,’” 
he recalls. to the young Rosenblum, now 55, that 
sounded like a good fit on several fronts. “I knew I 
would work hard,” he says. “I thought I could help 
people. It wouldn’t be a boring career.”
But law school was not Rosenblum’s first stop 
after he earned his undergraduate degree in indus-
trial and labor relations from Cornell university, 
where he met his future wife, Katie. (their daugh-
ters, 22 and 20, are now enrolled there.)
Instead, Rosenblum spent his first three years 
out of college working in new york City, handling 
employee compensation matters for the Philip 
morris Company.
there were several reasons behind Rosenblum’s 
detour into the corporate world.
“One was money, candidly,” he says. he man-
aged to save enough from his Philip morris days 
to help, with loans, cover the later costs of going 
to law school. 
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Rosenblum also felt a breather was in order: “I 
wanted to take some time off from academia,” he 
says. “I thought I’d be a little older and more ma-
ture if I took a couple of years off.”
In 1980, it was on to Suffolk Law. Rosenblum 
says he chose the institution because of its location 
in Boston, “a great college town,” and its reputa-
tion of “having a very practice-oriented program—
hands-on, not simply philosophical or theoretical.”
Rosenblum’s only paid employment during the 
school year was as a third-year research assistant. 
But he was heavily involved in activities related to 
his legal studies, serving on the law school’s inter-
national moot court team, participating in moot 
court competitions, and writing for the Suffolk 
Transnational Law Review.
his former civil procedure professor, Russell 
murphy, recalls Rosenblum as a potent academic 
force.
“he was mature and sophisticated beyond his 
years when he was my student, and he was able to 
absorb the teaching I tried to offer,” murphy says.
according to Rosenblum, it was murphy who 
encouraged him to look for permanent job pros-
pects outside the northeast, which at the time 
suffered from a high concentration of lawyers and 
a poor economy.
But murphy puts the credit back on his protégé: 
“he was willing to take the risk. I think the results 
are pretty obvious.”
From the Big apple 
to the Big easy
Jones Walker, one of the largest law firms in new 
Orleans, first appeared on Rosenblum’s radar 
screen when recruiters from the firm interviewed 
him in Boston and offered him a clerkship for the 
summer of 1982.
“What appealed to me was that Jones Walker 
was at the time one of the top 100 law firms in the 
country and it was based in new Orleans, which 
I had not had any exposure to,” Rosenblum says.
then there was the fact that in contrast to the 
then-flagging economy in the northeast, “the 
economy down here was booming,” he says. 
Rosenblum was also intrigued by the prospect of 
working for a large firm with sophisticated clients 
and experiencing a different part of america. “If I 
went to clerk for a firm in manhattan, it wouldn’t 
have opened my eyes to different parts of the 
country and different cultures, and other things,” 
he says.
after signing on as a lawyer at Jones Walker 
the following year, Rosenblum began prepar-
ing for exactly what he’d dreamed about—the 
chance to get an early start on fighting for clients 
in court.
 
a man of energy
how Rosenblum ended up representing energy 
companies like Freeport mcmoRan, anadarko 
Petroleum, eland energy, Sundown energy, and 
Seismic exchange, and earning a place in The Best 
Lawyers in America as one of the nation’s top oil 
and gas attorneys, began with his initial assign-
ment to a team of lawyers in Jones Walker’s com-
mercial and business litigation section.
“One of the partners on the team was doing 
bankruptcy work, so I learned about it,” he says.
that experience would later prove indelible. 
“When the oil bust happened in 1985 to 1987,” 
he recalls, “every day, on the front page of the 
local newspaper, another oil and gas company was 
going bankrupt, so doing bankruptcy work and oil 
and gas work almost became synonymous.”
today Rosenblum’s bread-and-butter cases are 
high-dollar Oil Patch disputes, many of them 
contract-related, that don’t usually make big 
headlines.
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“I guarantee two things: I’ll be 
prepared, and I’ll give it my best 
shot,” says Rosenblum.
“I’m not a blood-and-guts lawyer,” he says. 
“Dealing with personal injuries and explosions, 
that’s not normally what I do.”
the kinds of energy cases that keep Rosenblum 
busy—and interested—involve significant amounts 
of money at risk, and individuals who understand 
risk.
In one such case, a Dallas federal court jury this 
fall awarded Rosenblum’s client Sundown energy 
$8.5 million, including $4.7 million in punitive 
damages, against an insurance company. Sundown 
accused the insurer of engaging in unfair claims-
handling and settlement practices in connection 
with damage allegedly done to neighboring property 
when hurricane Katrina toppled oil storage tanks 
at Sundown’s facility near Port Sulphur, Louisiana.
While Rosenblum doesn’t toot his own horn, cli-
ents haven’t hesitated to sing his praises in annual 
attorney-rating publications. they call him a go-to 
guy who’s smart, aggressive, ready to do battle—
and capable of driving the opposition crazy.
Dallas attorney Buff harrison Jr., who has 
worked alongside Rosenblum for 15 years, 
including on the Sundown energy case, says 
Rosenblum’s exhaustive work before his cases get 
to court makes him “the most thoroughly prepared 
lawyer I’ve ever seen.”
“I’ve been practicing law for nearly 41 years, 
and I’ve been around a lot of good trial lawyers,” 
harrison says. “But he’s intelligent; he knows the 
law and is the best-prepared. It’s the preparation 
that distinguishes him.”
Sundown vice president and general counsel 
Robin mcguire agrees. One of Rosenblum’s great 
strengths, he says, is “his attention to detail, know-
ing the case better than anybody else does.”
Rosenblum himself doesn’t guarantee his clients 
results.
“I guarantee two things: I’ll be prepared, and I’ll 
give it my best shot,” he says.
Defending his 
turf
While Rosenblum doesn’t make it a practice to 
chat publicly about his cases, he doesn’t hesitate 
to talk about how much he loves his adopted city.
“this is my home,” he says. “I like the culture, 
the feel of new Orleans. It’s not like living any-
place else. I like the music, I like the food, I like 
the architecture, I like the lifestyle.”
the transplanted northeasterner is as passion-
ate about issues affecting new Orleans as anyone 
born and raised there.
“We didn’t need the [BP] spill,” he says. “We 
were just getting on our feet post-Katrina.” When 
the storm forced them to evacuate in 2005, the 
Rosenblums went to texas, where Carl worked out 
of the houston office of Jones Walker and com-
muted to Dallas to visit his wife and daughters. 
they returned to their partially damaged home in 
the english turn community of new Orleans at 
the end of that year.
While he’s optimistic about the future of new 
Orleans, Rosenblum admits he’s “frustrated that 
the federal government doesn’t fully appreciate 
the national and international importance of a lot 
of issues down here.... Fighting over levees and 
Category 5 [storms] ... it shouldn’t be that hard.”
as he contemplates the ongoing court cases 
resulting from the spill—the hornbeck suit and 
a related one are still alive—Rosenblum remains 
“outraged that with the stroke of a pen, govern-
ment can disregard the law and shut down an 
industry” and was happy to defend the rule of 
law to protect the oil and gas industry and benefit 
the seafood industry, both deeply affected by the 
moratorium. 
“the moratorium was more devastating to the 
economy than the [oil] spill—and still is,” he 
says.
“the whole case was about putting people back 
to work. We’ve won, but I won’t be fully satis-
fied...until we get people back to work.” 
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“We didn’t need the BP spill. 
We were just getting on our feet 
post-Katrina.”
R. LisLe BakeR 
R. Lisle Baker wrote “My Tree Versus Your 
Solar Collector or Your Well Versus My Septic 
System?—Exploring Responses to Beneficial but 
Conflicting Neighboring Uses of Land,” published 
in 37 Boston College Environmental Affairs Law 
Review 1 (2010).
andRew BeckeRman-Rodau 
Andrew Beckerman-Rodau wrote A Concise 
Guide to the Nuts and Bolts of Estates and Future 
Interests (2nd edition, Carolina Academic Press, 
2010); “Patents Are Property: A Fundamental 
but Important Concept,” published in 4 Journal 
of Business & Technology Law 87 (2009); and 
“Identifying, Protecting, and Managing Intellectual 
Property,” materials prepared for a Suffolk Law 
Advanced Legal Studies/IP Law Concentration pro-
gram titled “Transnational Strategies for Exploiting 
and Protecting IP—Doing Business in China and the 
EU,” held in April.
andRew BeckeRman-Rodau 
michaeL L. Rustad
Andrew Beckerman-Rodau and Michael L. Rustad 
received the Suffolk Law Charles P. Kindregan, Jr. 
Award for extraordinary contributions to Advanced 
Legal Studies and continuing legal education.
wiLLiam BeRman 
William Berman, supervisor of the Suffolk Law 
Housing Clinic, and Visiting Professor of Law Esme 
Caramello received the Community Project of the 
Year Award from the Chelsea Human Services 
Collaborative for the clinic’s work on behalf of ten-
ants facing eviction from foreclosed properties.
kaRen BLum
Karen Blum wrote Police Misconduct: Law and 
Litigation (3rd edition, Thomson West, 2009–2010) 
(with Michael Avery & David Rudovsky). She was 
appointed to the executive committee of the AALS 
Section on Civil Rights, the executive committee 
of the AALS Section on Federal Courts, and the 
state advisory committee to the U.S. Commission 
on Civil Rights. In June she received the Alumna 
of the Year Award from Wells College in Aurora, 
New York. 
eRic BLumenson 
Eric Blumenson wrote “Constitutional Kabuki: 
Fidelity and Opportunism in the Foreign Law 
Debate,” published in 43 Suffolk Law Review 
136 (2009); “Liberty Lost: The Moral Case for 
Marijuana Law Reform,” published in 85 Indiana 
Law Journal 279 (2010) (with Eva Nilsen); and 
“No Rational Basis: The Pragmatic Case for 
Marijuana Law Reform,” published in 17 Virginia 
Journal of Social Policy and the Law 43 (2009) 
(with Eva Nilsen).
chRis deaRBoRn 
Chris Dearborn wrote “What Every Criminal Lawyer 
Needs to Know about Impeachment Law,” published 
in 12:1 Massachusetts Bar Association Section 
Review 6 (2010).
VictoRia dodd 
Victoria Dodd wrote Practical Education Law for 
the Twenty-First Century (2nd edition, Carolina 
Academic Press, 2010). Her article “The 2007 
Roberts Court Education Law Cases: Reaffirmation 
or Cut-Back of Student Rights?” was selected for in-
clusion in the University of La Verne Law Review’s 
Selective Bibliographic Index of Juvenile Law 
Publications (2008–2009). She was recently nomi-
nated to be a fellow of the American Bar Foundation.
kathLeen engeL 
Kathleen Engel wrote “The Subprime Meltdown: 
Who Knew What When?” published in 21:4 
Communities and Banking 16 (Fall 2010) (with 
Patricia McCoy). She was recently appointed to 
the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston’s Community 
Affairs Research Advisory Board and currently 
serves as chair of the Consumer Credit Committee 
of the Federal Reserve Board’s Consumer Advisory 
Council. She was appointed to the Massachusetts 
Bar Association’s Joint Foreclosure Legislative Task 
Force this summer.
VaLeRie epps
Valerie Epps wrote “Rejecting the Supposed Right 
of Anticipatory Self-Defence,” reprinted in Right 
of Private Defence: Expanding Horizons 50 (P.S. 
Prasad, ed., ICFAI University Press, 2009); and “The 
Medellin v. Texas Symposium: A Case Worthy of 
Comment,” reprinted in Foreign Criminals: Consular 
Assistance 90 (A. Sabitha, ed., ICFAI University 
Press, 2009). In November she was appointed to 
the board of directors of the Boston Committee on 
Foreign Relations.
steVen FeRRey 
Steven Ferrey wrote Unlocking the Global Warming 
Toolbox: Key Choices for Carbon Restriction and 
Sequestration (PennWell Publishers, 2010); Law 
of Independent Power (27th edition, Thomson 
West, 2010); Environmental Law: Examples & 
Explanations (5th edition, Aspen Publishers, 2010); 
“The Failure of International Global Warming 
Regulation to Promote Needed Renewable Energy,” 
published in 37 Boston College Environmental 
Affairs Law Review 67 (2010); “Post-Copenhagen: 
The New Math, Legal Additionality, and Climate 
Warming,” published in The Electricity Journal 
(May 2010); “FIT in the U.S.A.,” published in Public 
Utilities Fortnightly (June 2010); “Restructuring 
a Green Grid: Legal Challenges to Accommodate 
New Renewable Energy Infrastructure,” published 
FacultyNEWS
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in 39 Environmental Law 977 (2010); and “Fire and 
Ice: World Renewable Energy and Carbon Control 
Mechanisms Confront Constitutional Barriers,” 
published in 20 Duke Environmental Law & Policy 
Forum 125 (2010). He also wrote a chapter for ma-
terials compiled by the U.S. Agency for International 
Development’s project on carbon-reduction financ-
ing policies in developing countries. 
Joseph Franco
Joseph Franco wrote “A Consumer-Protection 
Approach to Mutual Fund Disclosure and the Limits 
of Simplification,” published in 15 Stanford Journal 
of Law, Business, & Finance 1 (2009).
Joseph W. Glannon 
Joseph W. Glannon wrote The Law of Torts: 
Examples & Explanations (4th edition, Aspen 
Publishers, 2010).
christopher Gibson 
Christopher Gibson wrote “A Look at the 
Compulsory License in Investment Arbitration: 
the Case of Indirect Expropriation,” published 
in 25 American University International Law 
Review 357 (2010); and “Latent Grounds for 
Investor-State Arbitration: Do International 
Investment Agreements Provide New Means to 
Enforce Intellectual Property Rights?” published in 
Yearbook on International Investment Law & Policy 
(Karl P. Sauvant, ed., Oxford University Press, 
2009-2010). In September 2009 he was a presenter 
at the Düsseldorf International Arbitration School 
on a panel addressing “Arbitration of Intellectual 
Property Disputes,” and in June he served as co-
chair of the Institute of Transnational Arbitration’s 
Annual Conference in Dallas titled “Commencing 
an International Commercial Arbitration: 
Fundamentals and Strategy.” 
Janice c. GriFFith 
Janice C. Griffith wrote State and Local Government 
in a Federal System and Teacher’s Manual to State 
and Local Government in a Federal System (7th 
 Voices of the Death penalty Debate: 
a citizen’s Guide to capital punishment 
by russell G. Murphy (Vandeplas publishing, 2010)
Examining the multiple theoretical, ideological, sociological, 
and personal perspectives on the death penalty debate, Voices 
offers a comprehensive overview of the arguments for and against 
capital punishment, both in the United States and internationally. 
Using the testimony of witnesses at the historic 2004–2005 
death penalty hearings in New York, Professor Russell Murphy 
delves into theoretical justifications for the death penalty (such 
as retribution and deterrence) as well as specific criticisms, 
such as costs, abuses of prosecutorial discretion, jury function-
ing, problems of race and mental illness, and execution of the 
innocent. To present as broad a range of opinion as possible, 
Murphy presents the testimony of more than 100 witness-
es from diverse constituencies in the death penalty debate, 
including academics, scientists, public interest groups, law-
yers, families of murder victims, exonerated death row inmates, 
writers, law enforcement and public officials, and ordinary 
citizens. Rather than advocate for a particular viewpoint, 
Murphy emphasizes citizen education; the volume ultimately 
serves as a reader’s guide that leads to an informed position 
on this highly controversial matter, “one of the most complex, 
emotional, controversial, and important public policy issues of 
our time.”
conflicts of interest and the 
Future of Medicine: the United states, 
France, and Japan 
by Marc a. rodwin (oxford University press, 2011))
Conflicts of interest riddle the U.S. health care system. They 
result from physicians practicing medicine as entrepreneurs, 
from physicians’ ties to the pharmaceutical industry, and from 
investor-owned firms and insurers’ influence over physicians’ 
medical choices. The consequences of such conflicts are often 
devastating for the patients stuck in the middle. In Conflicts of 
Interest and the Future of Medicine, Professor Marc Rodwin ex-
amines the development of such conflicts not only in the U.S. 
but also in France and Japan. He shows that national differ-
ences in the organization of medical practice and the interplay 
of organized medicine, the market, and the state give rise to 
variations in the type and prevalence of such conflicts; he then 
analyzes the strategies that each nation employs to cope with 
them. Drawing on the experiences of these three nations, Rod-
win demonstrates that we can mitigate these problems with 
carefully planned reform and regulation in both the private and 
public sectors to preserve medical professionalism.
book shelf |
VOICES OF THE DEATH 
PENALTY DEBATE:
A CITIZEN’S GUIDE TO 
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT
Russell G. Murphy







Marc a . rodwin
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edition, LexisNexis Matthew Bender, 2010) (with 
Daniel R. Mandelker, Dawn Clark Netsch, Peter W. 
Salsich Jr., and Judith Welch Wegner).
chaRLes p. kindRegan JR. 
Charles P. Kindregan Jr. wrote Alabama Family Law 
(Thomson West, supplement 2010) (with Judith S. 
Crittenden); Massachusetts Family Law (Thomson 
West, supplement 2010); Massachusetts Domestic 
Relations Rules and Statutes Annotated (Thomson 
West, 2010 edition) (with Patricia Kindregan); and 
“The Evolution of Same-Sex Marriage,” published 
in 32 Family Advocate 3 (2010). His analysis of 
issues relating to posthumous reproduction was 
published as part of a discussion titled “Case 21-
2010—A Request for Retrieval of Oocytes from 
a 36-Year-Old Woman with Anoxic Brain Injury” 
in 363:3 New England Journal of Medicine 276 
(July 15, 2010). In May he was reelected to the 
board of directors of the Massachusetts Family and 
Probate American Inn of Court, and in August he 
was reappointed to the publications board of the 
American Bar Association’s Family Law Section.  In 
September he received the Suffolk University 
Heritage Medallion for his longtime commitment to 
the law school.
Renée m. LandeRs 
Renée M. Landers wrote “‘Tomorrow’ May 
Finally Have Arrived—The Patient Protection 
and Affordable Care Act: A Necessary First Step 
Toward Health Care Equity in the United States,” 
published in 6 Journal of Health & Biomedical Law 
65 (2010). She was elected vice chairman of the 
Massachusetts Commission on Judicial Conduct in 
April 2009, and in September 2009 she became a 
member of the board of advisors of the Rappaport 
Institute for Greater Boston at Harvard’s John F. 
Kennedy School of Government. In January she 
received the 2010 Pinnacle Award for Excellence in 
Arts and Education from the Women’s Network of 
the Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce and was 
also appointed to the study panel titled “Developing 
Health Insurance Exchanges: Design Issues and a 
Model Statute for the States” by the National 
Academy of Social Insurance.  
JeFFRey Lipshaw 
Jeffrey Lipshaw wrote “The Epistemology of the 
Financial Crisis: Complexity, Causation, Law, and 
Judgment,” published in 19 Southern California 
Interdisciplinary Law Journal 299 (2010); and 
“Disclosure and Judgment: ‘We Have Met Madoff 
and He Is Ours’,” published in 35 University of 
Dayton Law Review 139 (2009). 
RusseLL g. muRphy 
Russell G. Murphy wrote “Executing the Death 
Penalty: International Law Influences on United 
States Supreme Court Decision-Making in Capital 
Punishment Cases,” published in 32 Suffolk 
Transnational Law Review 599 (2009); “‘Like 
Snow [Falling] on a Branch…’: International Law 
Influences on Death Penalty Decisions and Debates 
in the United States,” published in 38 Denver Journal 
of International Law & Policy 115 (2009) (with Eric 
Carlson); and “‘Just Trying To Be Human in This 
Place’: Storytelling and Film in the First-Year Law 
School Classroom,” published in 39 Stetson Law 
Review 247 (2009) (with Kate Nace Day).
eRik pitchaL
Erik Pitchal wrote “Evaluation of the Guardian Ad 
Litem System in Nebraska,” a report for the National 
Association of Counsel for Children (December 
2009) (project director and lead author; with 
Madelyn Freundlich and Corene Kendrick); and 
“The Swedish Approach to Children and the Law,” 
published in 33 The Guardian 24 (2010) (National 
Association of Counsel for Children newsletter). 
His article “Where Are All the Children? Increasing 
Youth Participation in Dependency Proceedings,” 
published in 12 Journal of Juvenile Law & Policy 
(2008), was a featured publication in the Children’s 
Bureau Express (December 2009/January 2010).
michaeL L. Rustad 
Michael L. Rustad was selected as the Hugh C. 
Culverhouse Visiting Distinguished Chair at Stetson 
University College of Law and delivered the annual 
Culverhouse Lecture, titled “The Joy of Torts,” in 
March. 
Jessica siLBey 
Jessica Silbey wrote “Evidence Verité and the Law of 
Film,” published in 31 Cardozo Law Review 1257 
(2010); “Reasoning from Literature,” published in 
22 Yale Journal of Law & Humanities 339 (2010); 
and a book review of Jessica Reyman’s The Rhetoric 
of Intellectual Property: Copyright Law and the 
Regulation of Digital Culture titled “Language and 
Culture in Intellectual Property Law,” published in 
1 The IP Law Book Review 27 (2010). She was re-
cently elected chair of the AALS Section on Law and 
the Humanities. 
eLizaBeth tRuJiLLo
Elizabeth Trujillo wrote “Consumer Protection in 
International Relations,” published in 58 American 
Journal of Comparative Law 135 (2010) (with 
Jacques deLisle); and “Disaggregating the Regional-
Multilateral Overlaps: The NAFTA Looking-
Glass,” published in 19 Indiana International 
and Comparative Law Review 553 (2009). She 
was appointed to serve on the Membership and 
Professional Issues Committee of the Law and 
Society Association as well as on the 2010 Society 
of American Law Teachers/Latina & Latino Critical 
Legal Theory Joint Faculty Development Workshop 
Planning Committee. 
daVid yamada 
David Yamada wrote “The Looming Twenty-First 
Century Generation Gap: Economic Challenges 
Facing Younger Workers,” published in Perspectives 
on Work (Winter 2010); and “Employment Law as if 
People Mattered: Bringing Therapeutic Jurisprudence 
into the Workplace,” published in 11 Florida Coastal 
Law Review 257 (2010). He was elected chair of 
the National Executive Committee of Americans 
for Democratic Action, a Washington, D.C.-based 
policy advocacy group; named to the Graduate 
Dean’s Advisory Board of Empire State College at the 
State University of New York; and elected secretary- 
treasurer of the Labor and Employment Law Section 
of the Labor and Employment Relations Association. 
FacultyNews
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Meet the Dean Receptions





More than 200 well-wishers packed Sargent Hall to welcome Dean Camille A. Nelson to Boston and Suffolk University Law School.   
Trustees and alumni embodying more than half of Suffolk's 104-year history celebrated the dean's appointment.
BOStOn: 1 President Emeritus David J. Sargent JD ’54, LLD ’78; Dean Camille Nelson; Chairman of the Board Andrew C. Meyer JD ’74, LLD ’99 
| 2 Crowd from 2nd floor | 3 Dean Nelson | 4 Esther Hopkins JD ’76 | 5 Dean Nelson, Professor Eric Blumenson, Paul Mitchell JD ’87, John DeSimone JD ’87 
| 6 Lucinda Rivera JD ’01, Adam Foss JD ’08
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wASHinGtOn, DC: 1 Barbara Beccles JD ’76, Dean Nelson | 2 Kathleen McDermott JD ’86, Robert Serino JD ’69 | 3 Kathleena Scarpato JD ’02, Joe Galotta JD ’03, 
Juliana Pape JD ’08, Dhru Beeharilal JD ’08
new YOrK: 1 Don Beauchesne JD ’97, Andrea Eisenberg JD ’79, Gerald DiFiore JD ’84  | 2 James Trainor JD ’00  | 3 Jennifer Porcaro JD ’08, Ethan Ganc JD ’00
| 4 Adam Himmelberger JD ’10, Peter Marchetti JD ’99, Kimberly Watson JD ’94
wASHinGtOn, DC new YOrK
Also in October, members of the Washington, DC, alumni chapter 
gave Dean Nelson a warm welcome at a University Club reception. 
James Trainor JD ’00, a partner in the New York office of White and 
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HAlf-CenturY CluB lunCHeOn 
Francis Harney BA ’62, JD ’65 and Thomas  
Decourncey BA ’56, JD ’58
Left to right: Jody Newman JD ’83, managing partner, Dwyer & Collora LLP; 
Russell Gaudreau Jr. JD ’68, partner, Wagner Law Group PC; Professor Renée Landers
Left to right: Nancy Rogers; Ann der Marderosian BA ’60, DHL ’06; Mark Lichtenstein JD ’60; and  
Arthur Rogers JD ’60 reminisce while looking through the Class of 1960 yearbook. Robert Pace JD ’85 and David Rubin JD ’85 
“evOlutiOn Of tHe lAw firm” PAnel DiSCuSSiOn
50tH reuniOn 25tH reuniOn 
Alumni weekend: June 10–12, 2010 
Reunite, re-engage, celebrate! Each year Suffolk welcomes alumni back to campus to celebrate reunions, honor outstanding alumni leaders, 
participate in seminars, and just have fun.
Share in Suffolk’s strength by registering for your 
free account today via the Alumni Association website: 
www.law.suffolk.edu/alumni
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Outstanding Alumni Service Award: Michael Caljouw JD ’91, 
senior director of public government and regulatory affairs for Blue Cross 
Blue Shield of Massachusetts, receiving the Outstanding Alumni Service 
Award from Susan Prosnitz, executive director of the Rappaport Center  
for Law and Public Service.
Outstanding Alumni Service Award: Patrick C. Lynch JD ’92, Rhode 
Island Attorney General, receiving the Outstanding Alumni Achievement 
Award from Thomas Madonna JD ’80, president of the Law School Board 
of Directors.
Alumni AwArDS Dinner
Outstanding Young Alumni Award: Nakisha Skinner BS ’98, JD ’03, 
general counsel for the Boston Public Health Commission, receiving  
the Young Alumni Award from classmate Jessica Massey JD ’03,  
vice president of the Law School Board of Directors.
Class of 1985
Classmates from 1985 reunite.
 AlumniNews
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Alumni Leadership Day   
Each year the Suffolk University Alumni Association hosts Alumni Leadership Day, an opportunity to say “thank you” to the university’s many 
alumni volunteers and provide them with the tools necessary to enhance their volunteer experience and develop their ambassadorship skills.
Alumni leaders listen to keynote speaker James Langley, principal of Langley Innovations and 
former vice president for development at Georgetown University, discuss the state of alumni 
relations and development today.
Dean Camille Nelson presents Suffolk Law plans to 
alumni leaders.
suffolk University Law school  
Alumni Association Board of Directors 2010–2011
Joyce Anagnos JD ’97
City of Toledo, Department of law
Toledo, oH
Patricia Annino JD ’81
Prince, lobel, glovsky, & Tye llP
Boston, ma
Dana Casali JD ’99
nathanson & goldberg PC
Boston, ma
margaret fulton JD ’99
State of new Hampshire  
Department of Revenue  
administration
Concord, nH
michael Galvin JD ’95
Dwyer & Collora, l.l.P.
Boston, ma 
Gearoid Griffin JD ’01
Harvard university
faculty of arts and Sciences.
Cambridge, ma
Stephani Hildebrandt JD ’00
nelson, mullins,  
Riley & Scarborough
washington, DC
Jessica massey JD ’03
office of the attorney general
Boston, ma
Sonya nersessian JD ’79
The law office of Sonya nersessian
Dedham, ma
Gregory noone JD ’90
west Virginia university
Department of Political Science
morgantown, wV
Carlotta Patten JD ’98
essex County Superior Court
Salem, ma
michael varadian JD ’82
environmental and Health Services Regulation
Rhode island Department of Health
Providence, Ri 
Damian wilmot JD ’00
goodwin, Procter llP
Boston, ma
save    





To keep the Suffolk Law network strong, please update your information. 
Go to the online community at www.law.suffolk.edu/alumni or call the 
Alumni Relations Office at 617.305.1999.
Suffolk Alumni Weekend
free account today via the Alumni Association website: 
www.law.suffolk.edu/alumni
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Seventy-nine alumni and guests enjoyed the fourth annual bus trip to 
Lenox to hear a concert and socialize at a post-concert dinner reception.
Left to right: Andrea Eisenberg JD ’79, Martha Glantz, Paul Connolly, 
Anne Mitchell, Kathleen Mitchell JD ’81
Old friends Patricia Scagnoli MPA ’83 and Sonya Nersessian JD ’79 unexpectedly 
met and renewed their friendship at the post-concert reception.
Night at Tanglewood
AlumniNews
Moot Court Reception  
Moot Court alumni from the class of 1997 held a mini-reunion in Boston  
in April.
RI Alumni Chapter Reception  
In June, alumni enjoyed an evening of socializing at the beautiful Castle Hill 
Inn overlooking Narragansett Bay.
suffolk Law Goes to washington
CAreer PAnel: Twenty-four alumni, as well as four Suffolk 
Law students interning in Washington for the summer, attended 
a career panel featuring alumni discussing job opportunities in 
government, nonprofits, and the private sector.
SOCiAl netwOrKinG PreSentAtiOn AnD reCePtiOn: Alumni 
from the D.C. area attended a seminar to learn more about using 
social networking in the workplace.
Left to right: Heather Lacey, Joanne Gulliford Hoban, Paula Clifford, Holly  
Broadbent, Jennifer Boyd Herlihy 
Left to right: Ganiyu Raji MBA ’81, Lucy Chmielewski BA ’72, Stephani 
Hildebrandt JD ’00, Derran EaddyRene Pickett JD ’09, Jonah Beckley JD ’09
Left to right: Kenneth Gear BSBA ’89, JD ’95; the Honorable Richard  
Furcolo BA ’86, JD ’90; Jeff Carter JD ’94; Alexandra Bogle JD ’06;  
Sarah Amick JD ’07; Thomas Sullivan JD ’93
AlumniNews
we Are Here fOr YOu
In this challenging job market, law school career 
development offices across the country are re-
porting an increase in demand for their services. 
In response, many law schools are discouraging 
or limiting alumni access to career services (and 
some are even considering requiring alumni 
to pay a fee for access). At suffolk Law, we’re 
doing things differently. At a time when students 
and alumni need our services most, we are deter-
mined to open our doors wider and cast as broad 
a net as possible in an effort to accommodate 
and support ALL members of our community. 
Through extended office hours and phone and 
e-mail appointments, we strive to be available at 
your convenience. we have developed a series of 
new programs specifically geared towards alumni, 
including our popular Alumni Lunch and Learn 
series, and almost all of our career programs are 
recorded and made available to students and alum-
ni on our website. If you need assistance with your 
job search or career transition, please don’t hesi-
tate to contact us. Our door is always open to you.
HOw YOu CAn HelP
As a graduate of suffolk Law, you are part of 
one of the largest law school alumni communi-
ties in the country. we are known for our loyalty 
and congeniality, and because of that, our suffolk 
Law network is a tremendous resource for stu-
dents and alumni alike. You can help each other 
(and students) by:
• Activating your membership in the Alumni 
Online Community and signing up to be a career 
advisor on the Career Advisory Network.  Go to 
www.law.suffolk.edu/alumni and click on “enter 
the Online Community”
• Advertising postgraduate job opportunities 
• Providing summer jobs for students
• Inviting a student or alumna/us to assist 
with projects
• Hiring students part-time during the school year
• Conducting informational interviews with 
students and graduates
• Networking 
• Participating in career-related programs
we are grateful for all of the ways in which our 
alumni give back. For more information about 
how to post job and internship opportunities on 
symplicity, please visit http://law.suffolk.edu/ 
offices/career/documents/JobPostingInformation.
pdf or call 617.573.8148. 
we CAn HelP witH YOur 
reCruitment neeDS
Let us help you help our students and graduates. 
If you’d like us to assist in organizing your re-
cruitment process, please let us know. In addition 
to advertising your position with our students, 
we can collect resumes for you, schedule inter-
views at sargent Hall, and serve as intermediary 
between you and the applicants.
In addition, we are working to create an 
efficient, cost-free way for interested employers 
to identify talented, bar-certified recent law 
school graduates. we have joined forces with the 
Northeast Law school Consortium, composed 
of nine nationally known law schools in the 
New england region, to roll out a new resume 
collection program that we hope will generate 
additional opportunities for the class of 2010. 
If you are interested in learning more about this 
program, please contact Michelle Dobbins, our 
associate director for recruitment and marketing, 
at mdobbins@suffolk.edu.
KeeP in tOuCH
As we work together to forge new connections 
for ourselves and for others in the suffolk Law 
community, we’re strengthening the bonds that 
unite us and building a brighter future for all 
of us.
we look forward to working with you.
By Mary Karen Rogers and Christopher Teague
frOm tHe CAreer DevelOPment OffiCe |
Opening Our Doors wider
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1967 |
Martin Cosgrove and Richard Gargiulo 
were included in the 2010 edition of 
Boston’s Best Lawyers.
1968 | 
Russell Gaudreau Jr. was included 
in the 2010 edition of Boston’s Best 
Lawyers.
1969 |
Lewis B. April, founding partner of the 
New Jersey law firm Cooper Levenson 
April Niedelman & Wagenheim PA, was 
named New Jersey state chair of the 
U.S. Supreme Court Historical Society.
Carmine M. Bravo is secretary of the 
Florida Conference of County Court 
Judges and recently completed a 
two-year term as chair of the board of 
advisors for Barry University School of 
Law in Orlando, Florida. He is a county 
judge in Seminole County.
Leonard F. Clarkin of the Wellesley, 
Massachusetts, law firm of Clarkin, 
Sawyer & Phillips PC recently passed 
the Rhode Island Bar and was also 
included in the 2009 edition of New 
England Super Lawyers.
1970 |
Thomas Dwyer and Francis Sally were 
included in the 2010 edition of Boston’s 
Best Lawyers.
Steven A. Kressler, who retired from 
the active practice of bankruptcy law in 
2004, returned to school and received 
an MBA from the Isenberg School of 
Management at the University of  
Massachusetts. He is now CEO of 
Financial Diagnostics Inc.
1971 |
Michael DeMarco BA ’68 was included 
in the 2010 edition of Boston’s Best 
Lawyers.
Robert Moran Jr. of the law firm Moran, 
Shuster, Carignan & Knierim LLP in 
Avon, Connecticut, was appointed an 
alternate attorney member of the  





edward Kalman, edward perlman, and 
William Troupe were included in the 
2010 edition of Boston’s Best Lawyers.
1973 |
Alan Cantor, Amato DeLuca, and paul 
Farrell were included in the 2010 edi-
tion of Boston’s Best Lawyers.
Kenneth C. Robbins was named of 
counsel in the Chicago office of Drinker 
Biddle & Reath LLP.
W. paul White is a principal in The 
Karol Group Inc., a government rela-
tions firm in Boston. Previously he 
was associate vice president at Boston 
College.
1974 |
David Gould, William Halmkin, peter 
Knight, A. John pappalardo, and Alan 
pierce were included in the 2010 edi-
tion of Boston’s Best Lawyers.
Andrew Meyer Jr. LLD ’99 (Hon.) was 







ernest DeSimone, paul Kelly, paul 
perocchi, Kevin Reddington, and 
Kenneth Vacovec were included in the 






Victoria Almeida, president of the 
Rhode Island Bar Association and a 
shareholder in the law firm of Adler 
Pollock & Sheehan PC, received the 
first Rhode Island Bar Association’s 
Victoria M. Almeida Servant Leader 
Award. 
Anthony Cardinale, William Kettlewell, 
Robert MacAulay, edward Malik, and 
Michael Traft were included in the 2010 
edition of Boston’s Best Lawyers.
Robert Jauron is general counsel of 
Velcro Group Corporation and Velcro 
USA Inc. in Manchester, New Hampshire.
Thomas p. Gay, partner at Gay Gay & 
Field PC in Taunton, Massachusetts, 
was elected president and general 
manager of the Wareham Gatemen 
baseball team, a member of the Cape 
Cod Baseball League.
neal Goldman BSBA ’73 was appointed 







George Caruolo was named president 
of Energy Efficient Systems of North 
America.
William Koffel and John Moos were 
included in the 2010 edition of Boston’s 
Best Lawyers.
Anthony Tarricone BS ’75 was included 
in the 2010 edition of Boston’s Best 
Lawyers.
Frederic Ury was named president 
of the National Conference of Bar 
Presidents.
ClassNOTES
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We want to hear from you!
To submit a career-related 
Class Note, please email 
Karen Decilio at kdecilio@
suffolk.edu, or visit www.law.
suffolk.edu/offices/alumni/
update.cfm.
Your submission will appear 
in the next available issue  
of Suffolk Law Alumni 
Magazine.








Alden Bianchi, Joseph Doherty, Leo 
Dunn iii, John Flemming, and William 
Levine were included in the 2010 edi-
tion of Boston’s Best Lawyers.
Justine e. Wilcox, a partner at the 
Washington, D.C., office of Nixon 
Peabody LLP, was included in the 2010 
edition of Chambers USA: America’s 
Leading Lawyers for Business.
1979 |
Kevin Berry, a partner with Duane 
Morris LLP in Philadelphia, was  
appointed a hearing officer for the  
Disciplinary Board of the Supreme 
Court of Pennsylvania.
William Doyle and John Hislop iii were 
included in the 2010 edition of Boston’s 
Best Lawyers.
philip Murphy was elected vice presi-
dent of the Massachusetts chapter of 
the National Academy of Elder Law 
Attorneys.
Lynda Robbins BA ’77 was included 
in the 2010 edition of Boston’s Best 
Lawyers.
ellen A. Shapiro formed Goodman, 
Shapiro & Lombardi LLC in 2009, 
concentrating in the representation of 
condominium associations. The firm 
has offices in Dedham, Massachusetts, 
and Providence, Rhode Island.
1980 |
paul Keane and edwin Wallace were 
included in the 2010 edition of Boston’s 
Best Lawyers.
Jeanne e. LaFazia was appointed chief 
judge of the Rhode Island District 
Court.
elizabeth A. Starrs, a partner at Starrs 
Mihm Caschette LLP in Denver, has 







patricia Annino, Mark DeGiacomo, 
Thomas Mackie, John Mulvey, Harold 
Murphy, Joyce perocchi, and George 
Wakeman Jr. were included in the 2010 
edition of Boston’s Best Lawyers.
David e. Cherny, a partner in the 
Boston law firm Atwood & Cherny PC, 
was included in The Best Lawyers in 
America 2010 and the 2010 edition of 
Boston’s Best Lawyers.
Jennifer Snyder was included in the 







Have Suffolk Law JDs, 
Will Travel
NEwSmakEr  |  mary Ellen Niles Howard, Justice David Sacks
L
LaST yEar, TwO SuffOLk Law ’74 CLaSSmaTES had their own 
reunion of sorts—in South africa. 
mary Ellen Niles Howard (left), a private attorney in Northampton, and 
Justice David Sacks (right), a probate and family court judge in Springfield, 
joined other members of a family law delegation in traveling to South africa 
last October as part of the People to People ambassador Program.
Sacks and Howard, together with Sack’s wife Deborah Leopold (center) 
and colleagues from the u.S., Trinidad and Tobago, Canada, and australia, 
met with their South african professional counterparts to examine family 
law issues such as child trafficking, domestic violence, and mediation. The 
group visited schools and government offices, walked through villages, and 
met with a woman who runs a domestic violence clinic out of her home.
Both Howard and Sacks call it an interesting time for family law in South 
africa. 
“They can skip over a lot of steps because they are a newer democracy,” 
says Howard. “They’re taking a bit from The Netherlands, New Zealand, 
america, and England. They can pick the crème de la crème of policy.” 
Howard and Sacks have since traveled to Cambodia and Vietnam as part 
of the same program.  –Steve Macone
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O
James Barretto BS ’77 was appointed a 
judge in the Brookline District Court.
Robert Casby and Frank Libby were 
included in the 2010 edition of Boston’s 
Best Lawyers.
Kevin M. Fitzgerald, managing partner 
at the New Hampshire office of Nixon 
Peabody LLP, was included in the 2010 
edition of Chambers USA: America’s 
Leading Lawyers for Business.
Marsha V. Kazarosian, managing partner 
of Kazarosian Law Offices in Haverhill, 
Massachusetts, was elected secretary of 







Jeanne Darcey, Robert Griffin, David 
McMorris, elizabeth Mulvey, and Jody 
newman were included in the 2010 
edition of Boston’s Best Lawyers.
e. Macey Russell, a partner in Choate 
Hall & Stewart’s major commercial litiga-
tion group, was appointed vice chair of 







Marcine Anderson is the first Asian 
American woman appointed a judge in 
Washington state’s King County District 
Court, Shoreline Division. 
Donald R. Bumiller recently completed a 
two-year tenure as president of the Essex 
County Bar Association.
ON THE Day THaT HEaLTHCarE aDVOCaTE 
matt Selig JD ’97 sits down to speak with a reporter, 
champions of health law are celebrating a historic 
victory. September 24 marked the effective date of 
the Patient’s Bill of rights, the most recent legislative 
advance to take effect as part of the federal govern-
ment’s Patient Protection and affordable Care act. 
 Selig is cautiously optimistic. as executive direc-
tor of Health Law advocates (HLa) in Boston, Selig 
has witnessed firsthand the personal gains afforded 
by health care reform. But he’s also learned that with 
every advance in health law comes setback, as more 
consumers are forced to do battle with insurers.
“The more people that are insured,” he says, “the 
more work there is for us to do.”
 Selig credits his former boss, Senator Ted kennedy, 
for setting him on the health care crusader path. after 
graduating from washington university in St. Louis, 
the Newton native moved to washington, D.C., and 
began working with kennedy’s Committee on Labor 
and Human resources.
 “It was really just a thrill to be working for Senator 
kennedy and working in washington,” says Selig, 
41. “you are right in the middle of all the action.” 
and with Congress then in the throes of the national 
health care reform debate of the early 1990s, Selig 
knew he was heading down the policy path. 
“That whole debate was really interesting to me,” 
he says. 
rubbing elbows with washington’s legal elite soon 
inspired Selig to tack a JD onto his own name by 
attending Suffolk Law. after graduating, Selig began 
working as the sole staffer for massachusetts State 
representative kay khan, where he helped khan in 
an effort to increase insurance coverage for people 
with eating disorders. It was through this project that 
Selig met the lawyers at HLa, a public interest law 
firm that provides pro bono legal representation to 
low-income residents having difficulty accessing or 
paying for needed medical services, and in 2005 he 
joined their ranks as staff attorney. 
HLa touts an impressive record of courtroom 
victories, from getting hefty medical expenses reim-
bursed to having coverage reinstated. Selig himself is 
particularly proud of a program in the juvenile courts 
in which he and his colleagues serve as guardians ad 
litem to fight for access to mental health services for 
their young clients.
“These kids are among the most vulnerable in our 
state,” Selig says. “That experience really brought 
home to me the difficulties that people have getting 
access to healthcare.”
more recently, HLa has dealt with the harsh reali-
ties of the economy, which has led to gaps in employ-
ment—and, subsequently, insurance coverage—as 
well as state budget cuts. 
“One of the cuts the state made last year was 
eligibility for about 40,000 legal immigrants from 
Commonwealth Care,” notes Selig. “most legal 
immigrants who were enrolled in that program lost 
their coverage.” HLa filed a class-action lawsuit on 
the group’s behalf and is preparing to argue the case 
before the state Supreme Judicial Court by the end 
of the year. 
more than most, Selig understands that the 
current health care reform efforts do not guarantee 
access for all. But he also learned firsthand from the 
Lion of the Senate that the road to true health care 
equality is one worth embarking upon—with your 
heels dug in. 
“Senator kennedy had worked for decades to gradu-
ally improve the healthcare system,” says Selig. “I take 
a ton of inspiration from that, and I want to be a part 
of the same efforts in the future.” –Jeannie Greeley 
attorney, Heal Thy State
ALUMni pRoFiLe  |  MATT SeLiG
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Kim Marrkand, Diane McDermott, and 
George McLaughlin were included in the 






phyllis Federico was included in the 
2010 edition of Boston’s Best Lawyers.
Daniel Judson joined ProMutual Group in 
Boston as compliance manager.











Mary Beth Gentleman was included 
in the 2010 edition of Boston’s Best 
Lawyers.
Victor G. Milione, a partner in the 
Boston office of Nixon Peabody LLP,  
was included in the 2010 edition of 











Not Just academic 
ALUMni pRoFiLe  |  Jenny MiLAnA 
marrEN SaNDErS JD ’04 has earned enough 
degrees to have almost as many letters after her 
name as she has in it. yet, after years of advanced 
education, she points to one of the very first cases 
she read at Suffolk Law as the basis for her long-
term academic pursuits.
The case was Johnson v. M’Intosh, an 1823 
Supreme Court decision written by Chief Justice 
John marshall that determined that Native american 
tribes did not possess sovereign property rights to 
their land, but merely occupied it. 
“It’s a case that now, almost 200 years later, is 
still one of the foundational cases for how Native 
americans are treated in this country,” Sanders says. 
Sanders, an assistant professor at the Phoenix 
School of Law, knows the case all too well. She is, 
after all, the first person in the world to have received 
a doctor of juridical science degree in indigenous 
peoples law and policy. 
Quick to note that she is not an enrolled member 
of a federally recognized tribe, Sanders’s unique 
pursuit is driven in part by her own family history. 
“my father was part Native american. He was born 
at a time when there were active eugenics programs 
that targeted Native americans,” she explains. 
“what he told me was that he never talked about 
being an Indian because it always caused trouble.” 
a graduate of the university of Vermont, Sanders 
enrolled at Suffolk Law in 2001 and later participated 
in a summer program at the Crow reservation in 
montana. In her second year she returned to Suffolk 
Law with renewed interest in indigenous law and 
soon helped form the Native american Law Students 
association, serving as its vice president.
The association’s first speaker was Professor 
robert a. williams Jr., director of the Indigenous 
Peoples Law and Policy Program at the university of 
arizona’s James E. rogers College of Law. williams’s 
dynamic nature and passion for indigenous law 
captivated Sanders. But she initially let pragmatism 
win out over passion. 
“Originally my plan was to work for 10 years and 
get the student loans paid off,” she remembers. 
after graduating cum laude from Suffolk 
Law, Sanders continued working at her job in 
administrative management before answering 
academia’s call by enrolling in a master’s program at 
the university of arizona under williams’s direction 
and earning three more letters—LLm. In 2006, she 
was awarded the prestigious Powell fellowship and 
began blazing a path toward her next three letters—
the SJD. 
“The one thing I knew for sure when I started law 
school was that I did not want to be a litigator. I have 
always come more from the academic side,” says 
Sanders. as adjunct professor of law at the university 
of arizona, Sanders taught classes like “who Owns 
Native Culture?” which focused on issues related to 
indigenous cultural property. Her publications and 
research address topics involving the natural and 
cultural resources of indigenous peoples. 
Now, teaching tort law to first-year students at the 
Phoenix School of Law, Sanders hopes to be the type 
of professor who exposes aspiring lawyers to the 
other side of cases like Johnson v. M’Intosh.
“If I can open up the eyes of one student to what 
that side is and maybe chip away at some of the 
myths and stereotypes that are out there, I’m doing a 
good job,” Sanders says.  –Jeannie Greeley
ClassNotes
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Joseph Balliro BS ’84, Thomas 
Hildreth, Kevin Kenneally, and Kevin 
peters were included in the 2010 
edition of Boston’s Best Lawyers.
Jo Ann Rooney was appointed sixth 
president of Mount Ida College in  
Newton, Massachusetts.
R. James Steiner opened a law firm in 
Concord, New Hampshire, concentrat-
ing on civil litigation, personal injury, 






peter M. Casey opened a law practice 
in North Andover, Massachusetts,  
specializing in business and com-
mercial litigation, financial/accounting 
related disputes and investigations,  
professional liability, and securities  
actions and enforcement proceedings. 
Theodore L. DiSalvo of Kogan & 
DiSalvo PA in Boynton Beach, Florida, 
is the president of the South Palm 
Beach County Bar Association. He was 
recently appointed to the Florida Bar 
Grievance Committee and was board 
certified by the Florida Bar in civil trial 
practice.
Julie Ginsburg, Shari Levitan, David 
Rosenzweig, and Thomas Turano were 
included in the 2010 edition of Boston’s 
Best Lawyers.
Craig Johns retired as senior trial coun-
sel for the Nationwide Insurance Group 
and opened a law office in Cranston, 
Rhode Island.
Holly M. polglase was elected president 
of the Massachusetts Defense Lawyers 
Association. She is a shareholder in the 
Boston office of Campbell Campbell 
Edwards & Conroy PC.
Stephen G. Roche, president of 
The Victory Group in Boston, was  
reappointed to the Public Law Section 













Cynthia Macdonald is a staff 
attorney with the U.S. Small Business 
Administration’s Standard 7(a) Loan 
Guaranty Processing Center in Citrus 
Heights, California.
Timothy McCrystal was included in the 
2010 edition of Boston’s Best Lawyers.
Theos D. McKinney iii is senior 










Haskell A. Lampke JD ’35
Wilfred E. Schofield JD ’38
Richard Bentley JD ’40
Stanley Segal JD ’41
Edmund Dinis JD ’50
Lawrence A. Bernstein JD ’51
James A. Penta JD ’53
Paul G. Holian JD ’60
William J. McMahon JD ’61
Albert V. Colman Jr. JD ’63
Alfred R. Sorbello JD ’64
William J. Connors JD ’65
Nathan Wald JD ’65
Frederic A. Bearse JD ’66
Joseph R. Loschi JD ’66
Kevin Mulvey JD ’67
Mary Dianne Hayes JD ’68, LLM ’70
Henry Lyons JD ’69
John J. Canham JD ’70
Thomas H. Fallon JD ’70
Sarah Landis JD ’70
Rosemary Caulfield JD ’71
Kevin J. Sullivan JD ’71
Richard K. Wilson JD ’71
Francis J. Larkin JD ’72
Eileen P. Fennessy JD ’73
Kevin M. Glynn JD ’73
Joseph J. Maher JD ’74
Edward F. Saunders Jr. JD ’74
Richard H. Bucilla JD ’75
Ronald J. Kenney JD ’75
Rolf Ronning JD ’76
Edward M. McManus JD ’77
Thomas L. Gray JD ’78
Claire Mathews JD ’78
James W. Rooney JD ’81
Thomas C. Federico JD ’82
Muriel G. Hervey, JD ’83
Janet E. Kaufman JD ’83
Norman A. Peloquin II JD ’87
Susan M. Morrison JD ’88
Christopher W. White JD ’91
Christopher J. Civali JD ’10
Justin L. Marshall JD ’10
ClassNotes
John Concannon iii, Richard Manley 
Jr., and Michelle o’Brien were included 
in the 2010 edition of Boston’s Best 
Lawyers.
elizabeth Foley was named an 
attorney in the health care department 
of Donoghue Barrett & Singal PC in 
Boston.
Melanie Gargas BS ’86 was included 
in the 2010 edition of Boston’s Best 
Lawyers.
Gary Saladino BS ’87 received a 
master’s degree in strategic studies 
from the U.S. Army War College in 
Carlisle, Pennsylvania. He is a colonel 
and military judge in the U.S. Army 
Reserves assigned as a civilian counsel 
with the Naval Sea Systems Engineer-






Matthew Conway is managing partner 
of Conway & Stoughton LLP, a general 
practice firm in West Hartford,  
Connecticut.
Lisa Cukier and Robert Rivers Jr. were 
included in the 2010 edition of Boston’s 
Best Lawyers.
Maria Durant BA ’88 was included 
in the 2010 edition of Boston’s Best 
Lawyers.
Samuel M. Furgang, a partner in the 
Boston civil litigation firm Sugarman, 
Rogers, Barshak & Cohen PC, was 
included in the 2011 edition of The Best 
Lawyers in America and the 2010 edi-
tion of Boston’s Best Lawyers.
Jeanmarie papelian was elected chair 
of the Collaborative Law Alliance of 
New Hampshire. She is co-chairperson 
of the domestic relations practice 
group of McLane, Graf, Raulerson & 
Middleton PA. She also was included 
in the 2010 edition of Boston’s Best 
Lawyers.
eric e. pizzuti eMBA ’97 was 
appointed vice president and  
worldwide sales director of  
QuickLabel Systems for Astro-Med Inc. 






Camille F. Sarrouf was included in the 
2010 edition of Boston’s Best Lawyers.
peter Scavongelli joined The Savings 
Bank Life Insurance Company of  
Massachusetts as senior vice president 
and general counsel at its headquarters 
in Woburn, Massachusetts.
1993 |
John p. Beals, a partner in the New 
Hampshire office of Nixon Peabody 
LLP, was included in the 2010 edition 
of Chambers USA: America’s Leading 
Lawyers for Business.
Timothy J. McGann is vice president 
and senior trust officer at US Trust, 
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oBiTUARy  |  SALLy LAnDiS
SSaraH “SaLLy” LaNDIS JD ’70, a former Suffolk Law criminal law professor, died July 18, 2010. a longtime resident of Cambridge, massachusetts, Landis graduated from radcliffe College in 1953. She co-founded North Shore weeklies newspapers in 1958. after graduating from Suffolk Law, she went on 
to work for the state attorney general and then as an assistant district 
attorney in middlesex County, serving in the state’s first Consumer 
Protection Division. 
In a 1977 Lowell Sun article, Landis recalled the challenges of working 
as a female criminal trial attorney in Boston in 1970.
“miss, I think you’re in the wrong courtroom,” she recalled a bailiff 
telling her. “we already have a stenographer here.”
Landis began to teach at Suffolk Law in 1980. Through the clinical 
programs, she championed improved legal protection from domestic 
abuse for battered women and in the early 1990s served on the defense 
team as a lead attorney for the framingham Eight, a group of women 
serving time at mCI-framingham for murdering their abusive husbands 
or domestic partners. Seven were eventually freed when their sentences 
were commuted by then Governor william weld. 
“Sally Landis and I shared a radcliffe alma mater, and she was a 
wonderful colleague and friend,” said Professor Victoria Dodd. “a former 
prosecutor, she contributed greatly to the development of the Suffolk Law 
Prosecutors Program. always generous with her time, she mentored many 
students and worked on a number of public interest initiatives, both in 
Boston and in St. John in the Virgin Islands.”
after retiring from Suffolk Law in 1993, Landis volunteered at the 
Political asylum/Immigration representation Project (PaIr) for several 
years, helping many asylum-seekers through the immigration process. 
Landis is survived by her daughters, Ellen and maria; her sisters, 
alice and mimi; and her two grandchildren, abigail and Benjamin. 
Donations can be made in her honor to the Political asylum/Immigration 
representation Project, 254 friend Street, Boston, ma 02114. 
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Colonel Jeffrey Colwell of the U.S. 
Marine Corps is the chief defense 
counsel for the Defense Department’s 
Office of Military Commissions, which 
is responsible for representing Guanta-
namo Bay detainees for trial by military 
tribunals. 
Robert Higgins was included in the 
2010 edition of Boston’s Best Lawyers.
Ann Marie Maccarone, an associ-
ate at Partridge Snow & Hahn LLP in 
Warwick, Rhode Island, was appointed 
to supervise the firm’s real estate title 
examination department.
Timothy W. Mungovan, a partner in 
the Boston office of Nixon Peabody 
LLP, was included in the 2010 edition 
of Chambers USA: America’s Leading 
Lawyers for Business.
Michael C. o’Loughlin, an administra-
tive attorney with the Boston Municipal 
Court Department, recently received 
a Trial Court Excellence Award for his 






nancy Coughlin was named interim 
executive director of the YWCA of 
Darien/Norwalk in Connecticut.
Timothy oyer was included in the 2010 
edition of Boston’s Best Lawyers.
1996 |
Judith Rowland joined BNY Mellon 
Wealth Management as a vice president 
in its business development team for 










paul Dullea, director of community 
affairs for the Boston Bar Association 
and director of foundation programs for 
the Boston Bar Foundation, was named 
executive director of the Massachusetts 
Academy of Trial Attorneys.
Kathleen C. Martucci was appointed 
director of legal and administrative  
services for Endion Hospitalist Systems, 













nicole A. Bernabo of Robinson & Cole 
LLP was appointed a contributing edi-
tor for the American Bar Association’s 
publication Developing Labor Law.
John Mahoney was elected senior vice 
president of East Cambridge Savings 
Bank, where he oversees consumer 
compliance and anti-money launder-









Suffolk Law is continuing its series of webcasts  
and podcasts featuring law school professors, 
students, and alumni speaking about the legal  
issues of the day and their Suffolk Law experiences. 
If you are interested in recording either a podcast  
or a webcast, please contact Ian Menchini,  
director of electronic marketing and enrollment  
management, at 617.573.8144 or  
imenchin@suffolk.edu.
To listen to the podcasts online, go to  
www.law.suffolk.edu/iTunes.
get yourvoice  
   heard
ClassNotes







Andre Gelinas is associate director of 
the Office of the General Counsel for 
the Qatar Financial Centre Regulatory 
Authority in Doha, Qatar.
Charlene A. DeLoach oliver was named 
program manager of the Federation of 
State Medical Boards Foundation.
elissa Flynn-poppey of Mintz, Levin, 
Cohn, Ferris, Glovsky and Popeo PC 
was named to the Boston Business 
Journal’s 40 Under 40 list for 2010.
Matthew Valentinas is developing a 
beta site for ScriptJobber.com, an  
online marketplace primarily for 
screenplays written by non-WGA 
screenwriters and other undiscovered 
content creators of books, graphic  












Molly Kapstein Cote joined the firm of 
Lynch, Bernard & Lynch in Warwick, 
Rhode Island, specializing in family law 
and criminal defense.
Christopher Glionna BS ’98, head 
hockey coach at Suffolk University, was 
named ECAC Northeast Coach of the 
Year for the 2009 –2010 season. He was 
also a finalist for the Edward Jeremiah 
Award for men’s college division hockey 
coach of the year.
Benjamin Tymann was elevated to 
member at Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris, 






Brian Buyniski is an international 
pension specialist for the Employee 
Benefits Security Administration in the 
Department of Labor’s Office of Policy 
and Research in Washington, D.C. He 
recently traveled to Paris and Brussels 
as part of an official U.S. delegation to 
discuss international pension issues 
with French and European Union  
officials.
 
Alan W. Steele joined the Boston office 
of Foley Hoag LLP as counsel. He is a 
patent attorney and former practicing 
physician, faculty member, and medical 
researcher at Harvard Medical School.
Lefteris K. Travayiakis was named to 
the 2010 list of 20 Up & Coming  
Lawyers by Massachusetts Lawyers 
Weekly.
Frank Twarog completed his term as 
president of the Vermont Association 
of Criminal Defense Lawyers and was 
named a 2010 Rising Star by New 
England Super Lawyers magazine.
Qadir Wahid recently attended the 
program “Leading Professional Service 
Firms” at Harvard Business School 
Executive Education. He manages the 
intellectual property corporate practice 
at Ropes & Gray in Boston.
Heath Walker was named a partner at 






Robert Reder, an associate at 
Bryan Cave LLP, was honored by the 







Marc Marsdale was named chief 
compliance officer for MFS Investment 






Sarah M. Gates was elected a partner 
at Lando & Anastasi LLP in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts.
nicholas Keramaris opened the law 
office Keramaris & Keramaris in Wo-
burn, Massachusetts. He was recently 
a guest on the WBNW AM 1120 radio 
show “Money Matters Midday with 
Chris Findlen,” discussing estate plan-





Carmen Arce-Bowen was appointed 
to serve a three-year term on the  
Massachusetts Commission on the 
Status of Women.
Will Bernat is an associate in the busi-
ness department at Nutter McClennen 
& Fish LLP in Boston and a member 
of the firm’s commercial finance and 
workout, restructuring, and bankruptcy 
practice groups.
Christine Knox joined the Long Island, 
New York, firm of Meltzer, Lippe, Gold-
stein & Breitstone LLP as an associate.
Jonathan Sparks joined the Boston 
office of McCarter & English LLP as 







Andrew G. Scott was named an 
associate at Hodes, Pessin & Katz PA  
in Maryland.
2008 |
Joshua Gordon is the director of 
Competition Not Conflict (CNC) at the 
University of Oregon School of Law. 
CNC is a program designed to reduce 
destructive conflict in sport and to pro-
mote the positive values of competition. 
Rachael e. MacKenzie joined the 
Wakefield, Massachusetts, firm Nigro, 
Pettepit & Lucas LLP as an attorney 
specializing in family law, estate  
planning, probate and estate litigation, 
and civil litigation.
2009 |
Jason Casey joined the Boston law firm 
of Dwyer & Collora LLP.
Christopher Hadley was named an 
associate in the Boston office of Fish & 
Richardson PC.
Matthew Makara joined the Boston 




Justice John Roberts’s oft-cited analogy between a judge de-
ciding a case and an umpire calling balls and strikes in base-
ball, implying that a judge, like an umpire, does not make 
up the rules of the game but merely applies them to specific 
cases. In a similar vein, then-nominee Sonia Sotomayor de-
scribed her role as merely applying the law to the facts—
“fidelity to the law”— without exercising judgment or discre-
tion in the process. 
Both the Roberts and the Sotomayor explanations of a 
justice’s decision-making role were designed to play to the 
politically popular conception that judges should follow the 
law, not make the law. But the reality is that in many of the 
cases decided by the U. S. Supreme Court, there is no clear 
law to follow—rather, most of the cases could be decided 
either of two (or more) ways. The role of the justices is to 
decide which interpretation or ruling will become “the law.”
The nature of constitutional questions often tends towards 
indeterminacy and requires judgment and choice in decision-
making. Many key provisions in the constitution are pur-
posely general and open-ended, like due process, equal pro-
tection, and cruel and unusual punishment. In addition, the 
most difficult and important cases before the Court involve 
constitutional values that are in tension with each other—for 
example, freedom of speech and national security—and the 
Constitution does not address or resolve these conflicts.
Added to that is the fact that the Supreme Court typically 
hears cases in which reasonable judicial minds may differ—
that is, when there is disagreement among the lower courts 
about how to interpret a statute, constitutional provision, 
or precedent. Typically, more than one-half of the Supreme 
Court’s decisions have two or more dissenters, and as many 
as one-third of the cases in a given year may be decided on 
a 5-4 vote.  
What difference does this make for the process of appoint-
ing justices to the Court? If we want to make informed deci-
sions about the qualifications of nominees, we need to know 
more about their approach to constitutional adjudication—
to understand how they will use reasoning, judgment, and 
possibly ideology in their exercise of discretion in deciding 
what the law will become. 
How to accomplish this? First, senators themselves should 
be more candid and realistic about the nature of judicial 
decision-making. Second, they need to change the format and 
content of the hearings to focus on a nominee’s exercise of 
judicial discretion and judgment. And finally, nominees need 
to perceive that a negative vote, or non-action, may result if 
they fail to openly discuss things like the sources they would 
rely on and the methods of interpretation they would employ 
(for example, originalism vs. evolving constitution) in decid-
ing constitutional cases. 
Professor Robert Smith served as dean of Suffolk Law from 1999 
to 2007. He currently teaches courses in constitutional law, the 
Supreme Court, and alternative dispute resolution.
The Deficiency of the Supreme 
Court Nomination Hearings    
By Professor roBert smith 
        S A pRoFeSSoR of constitutional law, I am generally quite happy that the 
public pays as much attention to the Supreme Court as it does. But the recent series of 
justice nominations and confirmation hearings (four in the last six years) have proven 
extremely frustrating. 
potentially, the confirmation hearings are a wonderful opportunity to educate the 
public about not only the particular candidate but also the role of the Supreme Court 
and its justices. But ever since Robert Bork’s ill-fated hearings in 1987, the confirma-
tion process has become a form of political theatre that perpetuates very misleading 
characterizations of the task of constitutional decision-making.
In the highly politicized and adversarial setting of the Senate hearings, nominees 
resist saying anything that might shed light on their views on judging or interpret-
ing the Constitution. Before her nomination, elena Kagan wrote a law review article 
criticizing the Senate for not insisting that nominees say more about their judicial 
philosophy and views on constitutional issues. But during her own hearings, she stuck 
to the standard nominee script, essentially dodging all questions about her approach 
to construing the Constitution.
To the extent that nominees do address their perspectives on judicial decision-
making, they have presented simplistic, one-dimensional portrayals. one example is 
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 Group, Inc.  Amideast  Mr. Robert e. Anders  patricia M. Annino, esq.  
  Mr. Christopher Argyrople  Albert Auburn, esq. Balfour Foundation 
 Foundation Michael L. Barretti, Sr. and Ms. Maria Barretti  The Hon. 
 J. Basile and Mrs. Jennie B. Basile  Dr. Sushil Bhatia and Mrs. Urvashi 
  The Boston Foundation  Alexander A. Bove, Jr., esq.  John D. Boyle, esq. 
 F. Boyle, esq.  John A. Brennan, Jr., esq.  C/Media, Inc.  The Hon. 
 L. Cameron  Campus Stores of Massachusetts, Inc.  The Cape Cod 
  Michael R. Cappiello, esq.  Treasurer Frank T. Caprio  The Hon. 
 Caprio  Cardiotech International, Inc.  Robert W. Casby, esq.  Mr. Irwin 
  Charles G. Koch Charitable Foundation  David e. Cherny, esq.  Mr. 
 J. Ciccolo  Mr. H. edward Clark  Richard I. Clayman, esq.  Mr. Michael 
  Mrs. Margot Connell  Leo J. Corcoran, esq. and Ms. Sara G. Corcoran  
 eric A. Cressman and Mrs. Joyce e. Cressman  Joseph D. Cronin  Robert B. 
 esq.  Armand p. D'Amato, esq.  Ms. Diane p. Davis  Ms. Marguerite J. 
 and Mr. Russell V. Dennis  Armen Der Marderosian, esq. and Mrs. Ann 
 Der Marderosian  Brian G. Doherty, esq.  Gerard F. Doherty, esq. and Ms. 
 Doherty  Dennis M. Duggan, Jr., esq.  Mr. Michael J. egan  enterasys 
 Inc.  Douglas p. Faucette, esq.  The Honorable John e. Fenton, Jr. 
 Mrs. Theresa A. Fenton  The Honorable paul J. Fitzpatrick  Mr. Francis X. 
  Mrs. Charlotte Florence  Foley Hoag, L.L.p.  Christine Newman Garvey, 
sq.  Russell A. Gaudreau Jr., esq.  Mr. Michael G. George and Mrs. Cynthia 
  George & Alice Rich Charitable Foundation  Arnold S. Goldstein, esq.  
 I. Steven Goldstein  Goulston & Storrs  Carl p. Gross, esq.  ernst Guerrier, 
sq.  Mrs. Marie Guerrier  Mr. Michael Hecker  Jeanne M. Hession, esq.  Ms. 
 e. Hession  William T. Hogan III, esq.  Mr. Cheng-Ching Hsu  Mr. 
 M. Hughes  James W. o'Brien Foundation  JeHT Foundation  The John 
 & H. Naomi Tomfohrde Foundation  Mr. J. Robert Johnson  Ms. Joan M. 
  James A. Lack, esq.  Herbert Lemelman and Mrs. Lois Lemelman  Mr. 
 R. Lewis  The Lynch Foundation  paul V. Lyons, esq.  Mabel Louise 
 Foundation  Nicholas Macaronis, esq. and Mrs. elissa Macaronis  Thomas 
 Madonna, esq.  Margaret e. Ford Trust  Deborah Marson, esq.  edward I. 
 esq. and Mrs. Sydell A. Masterman  Maureen C. Mayotte, esq.  Mr. 
 J. McCarthy, C.L.U.  Michael J. McCormack, esq.  Ms. Sheila McCormack 
 McDermott, esq.  Mr. edward F. McDonnell and Ms. Catherine 
  Mr. James W. McInnes  John T. McInnes, esq.  Morris McInnes and 
 Ms. Margaret McInnes  Martin T. Meehan, esq.  Metro property partners, 
  Andrew C. Meyer, Jr., esq. and Kathleen A. Meyer, esq.  Mr. Nathan R. 
  Rudolph F. Miller, esq.  Mr. Gregory Moraetis  Lois T. Morse, esq. and 
 Morse, esq.  Harold B. Murphy, esq.  Mrs. Lauren C. Murphy  Robert F. 
 esq. and The Hon. Mary Beatty Muse  Aung Myint  New england Women 
 Real estate  Mary ellen Neylon, esq.  Mr. John A. Nucci and Mrs. Margaret 
  Mr. John J. o'Connor  Charles T. o'Neill, esq.  William J. o'Neill, Jr., esq. 
p. Alfred pannesi, esq.  Ms. Laurie W. pant  Mr. A. Neil pappalardo  Ms. Jane 
appalardo  Mrs. Carol Sawyer parks  Mr. William A. popeleski, Jr.  Ms. emma 
 purdy  Mr. Richard p. Quincy  The Quincy Charitable Foundation  Jerome 
 Rappaport, esq. and Ms. phyllis Rappaport  phyllis & Jerome Lyle Rappaport 
 Foundation  Mr. Michael Reilly  Mr. Richard M. Rosenberg and Mrs. 
 Rosenberg  Sidney J. Rosenthal, esq.  Ms. Margaret Rossiter  Richard L. 
 esq.  Thomas J. Ryan, esq.  Mr. Leonard Samia  David J. Sargent, esq. 
 Charitable Foundation  Ms. pamela K. Scangas  Ms. patricia Scangas  
 Michael D.C. Scott  Mr. John C. Scully, C.L.U. and Mrs. Barbara Scully  Mr. 
 e. Smith  Mr. Michael S. Smith  Sodexho  Stanley W. Sokoloff, esq. and 
 Susan Sokoloff  James G. Sokolove, esq.  Mrs. Lea C. Sorgi  peter Sorgi, 
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Dear Friends,
As the newly appointed Dean of the Law School, I am thrilled and gratified to 
see the level of support alumni and friends provided Suffolk University Law 
School this past fiscal year. My genuine thanks to you all.
Your gifts are a true reflection of your commitment to the Law School and 
to its mission—the creation and maintenance of opportunity and access to a 
superior legal education.
We prepare our students to play significant roles in the national and 
international legal landscape. And they do! Without your support we simply 
would not be able to provide the classroom, clinical, skills-based, and 
experiential education necessary for tomorrow’s legal practitioners, scholars, 
business people, and policy-makers alike. 
I am honored to use the following pages to recognize all who have made such 
a profound impact on the Law School this past fiscal year.  I look forward to 
the opportunity to meet many of you in the year ahead so that I may personally 
express my deep appreciation for all you do in support of Suffolk University 
Law School.
With great thanks—sincerely, 
Camille A. Nelson





Although care has been taken in the preparation of these lists 
to assure complete and accurate reporting, we realize omis-
sions or errors may have occurred and express our 
sincere regret. Please advise the Office of Advancement of any 
mistakes and we will correct our records. 617.994.6486.
Disclaimer
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Abdulsalam Al-Awadhi
Bader Jasem Al-Bahar
Fawzi M. Al-Saleh JD ’96
Hisham Al-Sultan 
Dwight L. Allison, Sr. JD ’22, LLD ’80* 
and Stella Allison
Peter Aloisi JD ’72, Catherine Aloisi, 
and Andrew Aloisi
Robert E. Anders BSBA ’50
Mary A. Anderson and  
Mark Anderson JD ’05
Rae D. Anderson BSBA ’54, MBA ’58* 
and Christina D. Anderson
Anonymous (5)
Lloyd G. Balfour Foundation
Paul M. Barrett JD ’83
The Hon. Salvatore J. Basile JD ’39, 
LLM ’42 and Jennie B. Basile
Harold A. “Bud” Beaudoin JD ’56* and 
Clara Beaudoin
Leo L. Bottari JD ’42* and Alice P. 
Bottari*
Alexander A. Bove Jr. JD ’67
John D. Boyle JD ’78 and Mary Ellen 
T. Boyle
Lawrence F. Boyle JD ’78
John A. BrennanJr. BSBA ’70, JD ’73 
and Patricia M. Brennan
Warren G. Briggs and Renata Briggs*
Rexford A. Bristol DCS ’50*
Barry Brown and Ellen Shapiro  
Brown JD ’81
Melanie Ann Macaronis Brown*
Nicholas A. Buoniconti JD ’68, LLD ’93 
and Teresa M. Buoniconti
Nelson G. Burke JD ’35, DCS ’62* and 
Mary G. Burke*
John N. Calvino JD ’67
The Hon. Lawrence L. Cameron JD ’51, 
DJUR ’67 and Barbara G. Cameron 
JD ’67*
Michael R. Cappiello JD ’49 and 
Roberta F. Cappiello*
The Hon. Frank Caprio JD ’65, LLD ’91
Raymond A. Carye and Barbara Carye
Robert W. Casby JD ’82
Irwin Chafetz DCS ’04 and Roberta 
Chafetz
John P. Chase DCS ’62* 
Thomas A. Christopher
Raymond J. Ciccolo BSBA ’59
Richard I. Clayman JD ’72
William F. Connell DCS ’00* and 
Margot Connell
John M. Corcoran DCS ’82* 
Leo J. Corcoran JD ’84 and Sara G. 
Corcoran
P. Leo Corcoran DCS ’05* and Helen 
Corcoran
Derek W.F. Coward and Jean Coward
Eric A. Cressman and Joyce E. 
Cressman
The Hon. Howard R. Croll JD ’73
Cornelius P. Cronin*
Joseph D. Cronin
Philip J. Crowe Jr.
Robert B. Crowe BA ’70, JD ’73
Jay J. Curley JD ’70
Armand P. D’Amato JD ’69
James M. Daher BS ’81
Marguerite J. Dennis
Armen Der Marderosian BA ’58,  
JD ’60, DHL ’06 and Ann  
Der Marderosian BA ’60, DHL ’06
Paul A. DiPierro BA ’75 and Rosemary 
A. DiPierro
Gerard F. Doherty JD ’60 and Marilyn 
M. Doherty
Richard K. Donahue LLD ’94
Roger D. Donoghue JD ’83
Agnes F. Driscoll*
John N. Driscoll BS ’65, DCS ’93 and 
Joan M. Driscoll
Dennis M. Duggan Jr. JD ’78
John R. Egan
Professor and Mrs. Clifford E.  
Elias LLD ’99
J. Newton Esdaile LLD ’88* and 
Dorothy Esdaile*
John E. Fenton Jr. and Theresa A. 
Fenton
Daniel J. Fern JD 31* and Frances R. 
Fern
The Hon. Paul J. Fitzpatrick BA ’56,  
  JD ’57
Francis X. Flannery MBA ’64, DCS ’91 
and Mary F. Flannery*
Thomas F. and Gina M. Flannery
Robert J. Fleming BA ’64, JD ’68 and 
Janice C. Fleming
John B. Flemming JD ’78
Leonard Florence DCS ’98*
Margaret E. Ford* and Alfred J. L. Ford, 
JD ’23*
H. Crowell Freeman Jr. JD ’73 and  
Dr. Kathy Stevens
Robert S. Friedman DSC ’65*
Gerard A. Fulham*
Vincent A. Fulmer LLD ’71 and  
Alma Fulmer
Paul A. Gargano BA ’60, JD ’63 and 
Sheila K. Gargano
Christine N. Garvey JD ’72
Russell A. Gaudreau Jr. JD ’68 and 
Elizabeth F. Gaudreau
Michael G. George BS ’83 and Cynthia 
George
Margaret A. Geraghty
Dr. Richard F. Gibbs JD ’70, LLD ’78* 
and Carol B. Gibbs*
John A. Gifford JD ’36* and Leona A. 
Gifford*
Jeanne D. Gingras*
Joseph W. Glannon and Ann M. 
Glannon
John Goldberg* and Ethel Goldberg*
I. Steven Goldstein
Cecil H. Green DCS ’78* and Ida M. 
Green*
Joseph G. Guerreiro JD ’79
Robert D. Hall JD ’63*
Jeanne M. Hession LLB ’56, DJS ’74
Marguerite E. Hession
William T. Hogan III JD ’81 and Susan 
R. Hogan
Philip B. Holmes DCS ’73* and Nelle L. 
Holmes*
Carl I. Hoyer JD ’60
Julie Hsu* and Shang F. Hsu
John M. Hughes
James N. Humphrey*
Santi and Mary Inguanti*
J. Robert Johnson BSBA ’63, MBA ’68 
and Sandra Johnson
Thomas M. Joyce Jr. JD ’78
Catherine T. Judge JD ’57, LLM ’60*
Howard M. Kahalas JD ’72 and Judith 
L. Kahalas
patrons of Summa
The Patron of Summa title is conferred on donors once their actual  
cumulative lifetime contributions to any fund (campaign, annual fund, 
restricted, or endowments) at Suffolk University reach or surpass $50,000.
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Henry G. Kara BSBA ’66, JD ’69
James A. Lack JD ’96
Thomas F. Lambert Jr.* and Elizabeth 
A. Lambert*
Herbert and Lois Lemelman
Herman Leventhal JD ’31*
Isidore M. Libman JD ’27, LLD ’87* and 
Sophie Libman*
James F. Linnehan JD ’56, LLD ’99*
Peter S. Lynch DCS ’94
Paul V. Lyons JD ’68 and Elaine M. 
Lyons
Nicholas Macaronis JD ’54, LLD ’00 
and Elissa Macaronis
Prayudh Mahagitsiri and family
Deborah Marson JD ’78
Edward I. Masterman JD ’50, LLD ’90 
and Sydell A. Masterman
Gerald M. McCarthy* and  
Andrew J. McCarthy
Michael J. McCormack JD ’72 and 
Sheila McCormack 
Kathleen McDermott JD ’86
Edward F. McDonnell BSBA ’59,  
DCS ’84
Peg and Morris McInnes
James J. McInnis JD ’65
Andrew C. Meyer Jr. JD ’74, LLD ’99 
and Kathleen A. Meyer JD ’78
Nathan R. Miller DCS ’03
The Hon. John Joseph Moakley JD ’56, 
DPA ’77*
The Alice Moore Trust
Norman Morse JD ’72 and Lois T. 
Morse JD ’72
Stephen P. Mugar DCS ’60* 
Elizabeth Nevins Mulvey JD ’83 and 
Thomas P. Mulvey Jr. JD ’85 
James S. Munro Jr. JD ’67 and Wendy 
Munro
Susan B. Nissenbaum JD ’77
The Hon. Joseph R. Nolan LLD ’81
Stephen P. Novak BSJ ’50*
John A. Nucci MPA ’79 and Margaret 
Nucci 
John J. O’Connor BSBA ’73, DCS ’06
Estate of Edith Olsson and  
Arnold W. Olsson JD ’43*
William J. O’Neill Jr. JD ’74
Gretchen A. Paige*
E. Albert Pallot JD ’32, LLD ’78* and 
Honey Pallot
P. Alfred Pannesi JD ’50* and Eleanor 
V. Pannesi
Laurie W. Pant
A. Neil Pappalardo DSC ’96 and Jane 
Pappalardo
Carol Sawyer Parks DCS ’82
Louis L. and Lucille A. Peters




Jerome Lyle Rappaport LLD ’98 and 
Phyllis Rappaport
George K. Regan Jr. BSJ ’72
Ronald J. Resmini JD ’68
George and Alice Rich Charitable Trust
Donald E. Rodman DCS ’96
Richard M. Rosenberg BSJ ’52, DCS ’91 
and Barbara Rosenberg
Margaret Rossiter
The Hon. C. Edward Rowe JD ’26,  
DJ ’56, DJS ’69*
Florence Rubins-Goldstein*
Thomas J. Ryan JD ’74 and Margaret 
Ryan
Francis A. Sagan BS ’56, MAE ’57*
Leonard Samia BSBA ’69
David J. Sargent JD ’54, LLD ’78 and 
Shirley Sargent
Camille F. Sarrouf
Frank Sawyer DCS ’79* and Mildred  
F. Sawyer*
Joan R. Sawyer*
Pamela K. Scangas BA ’72
Patricia Scangas
Donald J. Scott JD ’41*
John C. Scully CLU, DCS ’86 and 
Barbara A. Scully
Joseph J. Senna JD ’72
Mrs. George C. Seybolt*
Raymond Shamie DHL ’92* and Edna 
Shamie
James L. Sintros and  
Barbara Kendall Sintros JD ’89
Abner R. Sisson LLB ’28, LLD ’86*
Larry E. Smith BSBA ’65
Michael S. Smith BSBA ’61
Robert H. Smith
Wayne E. Smith BSBA ’77, JD ’82 and 
Patty Smith
Stanley W. Sokoloff JD ’66 and Susan 
Sokoloff
James G. Sokolove JD ’69
Peter Sorgi and Lea C. Sorgi
George H. Spillane JD ’21, DCS ’48* 
and Esther Spillane*
Rosalie K. Stahl
Paul R. Sugarman LLD ’89
Charles W. Sullivan* and Anne L. 
Sullivan
Charles W. Sullivan Jr. JD ’84
Helen Jane Sullivan*
James F. Sullivan
Quinlan J. Sullivan III BS ’85
Michael Szycher EMBA ’97
Anthony Tarricone BS ’75, JD ’77
Tommy F. Thompson
Diane C. Tillotson JD ’78
George N. Torrey BSBA ’56, MAE ’57
Ethelanne Trent BA ’92 and Charles 
Silver
Richard J. Trifiro JD ’57, LLD ’87*
Thomas A. Vanderslice
James Abbott Vaughn JD ’32* and 
Estate of Thelma L. Vaughn
Francis M. Vazza BSBA ’63 and 
Maryann Vazza
The Hon. Richard A. Voke BA ’70,  
JD ’74
Thomas R. Walsh DHL ’88* and Laura 
F. Walsh
Barbara L. Walthers JD ’81 
Henry Ellis Warren*
Estate of Shirley E. Warren
Peter L. Wechsler JD ’69 and Marilyn 
Wechsler
David H. Weener MBA ’75
Drs. John* and Geraldine Weil*
Harold Widett JD ’32, DJ ’57* and Edith 
Widett*
Charles J. Wilkins JD ’42, LLM ’47*
John N. Wilson Jr.
Paul F. Zerola JD ’01 and  
Nicole M. Zerola, JD ’01
patrons of Summa
(Left to right) Phyllis Rappaport; Camille A. Nelson, Dean and Professor of Law, 
Suffolk University Law School; and Jerome Lyle Rappaport  LLD ’98
* deceased



































The Hon. Lawrence L. Cameron 
DJUR ’67
summA member




John F. McLaughlin Jr.
Class of 1952
Ashburton society





David J. Sargent LLD ’78
beAcon society






The Hon. William J. Luby
Ashburton society
Richard S. Brody BSBA ’52
John J. Nolan
The Hon. John H. O’Neil
Class of 1956
summA members










Paul J. Moriarty BSBA ’54,  
MBA ’61
Ashburton society
Edward A. Bray BSG ’57






Charles J. Zaroulis BA ’57
Class of 1960
summA PresiDent’s circle











Michael T. Breen BA ’55
Alan D. Reffkin








Richard P. Howe Sr.
The Hon. Charles J. Sheridan
Charles W. Vining BS ’59
The Hon. Samuel E. Zoll LLD ’77
Class of 1963
summA FounDer




The Hon. Alexander M. Lachiatto
Ashburton society
Benson Diamond BSBA ’51


























Summa President’s Circle: Gifts of $25,000 or more
Summa Dean’s Circle: Gifts of $10,000 to $24,999
Summa Founders: Gifts of $5,000 to $9,999
Summa Benefactors: Gifts of $2,500 to $4,999
Summa Members: Gifts of $1,000 to $2,499
Archer Society: Gifts of $750 to $999
Beacon Society: Gifts of $500 to $749
Tremont Society: Gifts of $250 to $499
Ashburton Society: Gifts of $100 to $249
Donors: Gifts of $1 to $99
Levels of Giving
The financial support we receive from our graduates is central to our fundraising efforts, and we are tremendously grateful for their loyal support.   
With the exception of recent graduates (from the classes of 2005–2010), whose total giving is listed, these pages recognize alumni who made gifts  
and pledge payments at or above the Ashburton Society level in the 2009–2010 fiscal year.









James A. O’Leary Jr.
Richard G. Pizzano BA ’63




Peter S. Falvo Jr.
beAcon society










Stanley C. Gordon BA ’64
William E. Greenspan LLM ’70








Russell A. Gaudreau Jr.
summA FounDer
John E. Murphy Jr.
summA beneFActor




The Hon. Michael P. Joyce
Ashburton society






Daniel J. Mullen Sr.
John P. Mulvee
William J. Najam Jr.










John M. Lynch III
summA members
John B. DeLuca
Henry G. Kara BSBA ’66

























John J. Paterra II
Edward J. Scahill Jr.
Raymond A. Snow
The Hon. John C. Stevens III
Domenic S. Terranova
James J. Tobin BSBA ’64
William H. Walsh BSBA ’66












The Hon. Richard E. Hickey III





Arthur F. Norton Jr.
Francis W. Quinn
Joseph E. Rothemich Jr.










The Hon. Francis J. Darigan Jr.
Michael DeMarco BA ’68
The Hon. Paul P. Heffernan
Richard A. Kroll
Joseph F. McDowell III
William T. McGrail
Archer society








John B. Gould Jr.
Valentino D. Lombardi
Thomas R. McGillicuddy











John C. Fisher BA ’67
William A. Hajjar






The Hon. Warren A. Powers 
BSBA ’65
Sanford Jordan Resnick




Norman and Lois Morse
summA members
Arthur J. Breault Jr.
John C. Deliso
Mary Ann Gilleece









Edward A. Counihan IV
Bernard J. Doherty





Robert S. Jacobs BA ’69
Michelle A. Kaczynski
Robert R. LaLancette
The Hon. Thomas A. Lynch
James J. McGair
Richard W. McLeod




Col. Robert P. Neu BSBA ’62




Thomas L. Sexton BSBA ’51
The Hon. Paul E. Troy
Alumni Giving
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Class of 1973
summA DeAn’s circle
John A. Brennan Jr. BSBA ’70
Robert B. Crowe BA ’70
summA beneFActors


























James W. DeAdder Jr.
Dawn-Marie Driscoll DHL ’89
Lawrence J. Feeney
Norman A. Feinstein





John F. McLaughlin Jr.
Philip F. Mulvey Jr.
John C. Revens Jr.
Charles F. Rousseau
John J. Sanford
Lawrence F. Scofield Jr.
The Hon. Raymond E. Shawcross
William J. Smith
Kenneth M. Stillman




















Richard A. Voke BA ’70
The Hon. Paul M. Yee
beAcon society
Herbert W. Boudreau Jr.
Robert N. Fratar
Richard S. Goldman
John J. McGlynn Jr.
tremont society
Donald J. Barry Jr.
Michael J. Cunniff
Raymond Dettore Jr.
Robert E. Higgins Sr.
Robert L. Marder











The Hon. Philip A. Contant
Richard C. Dailey
Michael Dennis
Francis D. Dibble Jr.
Russell G. Donaldson
Honorable Elizabeth B. Donovan
Daniel J. Foley Jr.
Myron Goldenberg
Richard A. Goren




The Hon. Paul F. Loconto
Vincent J. McCaughey
Anthony J. Miserendino
Robert M. Penta BA ’67, MAE ’71
Ronald A. Pressman
Judge Paul L. Reiber III



















The Hon. Catherine Ravinski







William P. Tommasino BS ’71
tremont society
Joseph S. Buckley Jr.
Paul F. Chinigo
T. Richard Cuffe Jr.
William C. Ely
James L. Hendricks MBA ’71
Andrew T. Karnakis
The Hon. John F. Markuns
Thomas C. Plunkett




Walter J. Avis Jr.
The Hon. Gary W. Boyle
James T. Connolly III
Stephen J. Corcoran
John A. Facey III
Donna Filoso BA ’69
Edward D. Fitzpatrick
The Hon. Robert W. Gardner Jr.
Kathleen A. Haggerty
William J. Heaphy III
The Hon. Larry M. Himelein














Howard A. Pinta BA ’71
The Hon. Carol A. Sax
Kristian J. Stoltenberg
Edward J. Sweeney Jr.
Ellen M. Wade
William T. Walsh BS ’71
The Hon. Robert P. Ziemian
Class of 1976
summA DeAn’s circle








Thomas J. Filbin BA ’70
Neal D. Goldman BSBA ’73







Summa President’s Circle: Gifts of $25,000 or more
Summa Dean’s Circle: Gifts of $10,000 to $24,999
Summa Founders: Gifts of $5,000 to $9,999
Summa Benefactors: Gifts of $2,500 to $4,999
Summa Members: Gifts of $1,000 to $2,499
Archer Society: Gifts of $750 to $999
Beacon Society: Gifts of $500 to $749
Tremont Society: Gifts of $250 to $499
Ashburton Society: Gifts of $100 to $249
Donors: Gifts of $1 to $99
Levels of Giving
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tremont society
Frank A. Carcio




Charles N. Redihan Jr.
Francis J. Scannell





William J. Carroll III BA ’73



















E. Philip Simpson Jr.
John G. Tamburro
Michael J. Traft








The Hon. Kenneth A. Graham
Christopher A. Iannella Jr.
Elaine Economides Joost
The Hon. Daniel F. Loughry III
Nicholas W. O’Keeffe
Robert F. Schatz






Edward J. Smith Jr.
tremont society
Stephen G. Anderson






Capt. Guy R. Abbate Jr.
Frank J. Baldassini BSBA ’74
Donna C. Bonomo BS ’72





The Hon. Gregory C. Flynn
Robert P. Garrity
Lynn D. Goldsmith
The Hon. W. John Hathaway










Michael J. Powell Jr.
Kevin G. Powers
M. Suzanne Presley
The Hon. Susan L. Revens
Eugene F. Sullivan Jr.
Robert P. Sullivan











David L. Joyce BA ’68
summA members
Lawrence F. Boyle














The Hon. Mary Dacey White
Joan A. Yue
beAcon society
Jean M. Alexander BA ’72









Peter T. Middleton MBA ’82
Ronald B. Noren
Helaine B. Palmer
C. Robert Satti Jr.
Paul F. Sweeney
Ashburton society
Mary-Lou Brennan MAE ’71





































Julie A. Fitzgerald  BS ’77
The Hon. Merita A. Hopkins
Hon. Joseph P. Ippolito Jr.
Marcia McGair Ippolito









John J. McQuade Jr.
Jane E. Miliotis
tremont society











William J. Doyle Jr.
John A. Gifford
Barry S. Harsip





























Joanne McTiernan BSBA ’78
David M. Moyer
William A. Nardone











Barbara J. G. Hogan
Susan Corner Rosen



















The Hon. Richard A. Mori
Susan Collins Nash
Raymond A. Pacia
Joan S. Pizzano BSG ’75
Robert K. Sawyer Jr.
Marie C. Vaccarelli
Nathaniel S. Weiner



















Bernadette T. Feeley BSJ ’78
Timothy Q. Feeley
The Hon. Richard C. Howard 
BSJ ’77
Lois M. Loughry



























Sheila J. Tracey BA ’78




Paul L. Nevins BA ’66






















Summa President’s Circle: Gifts of $25,000 or more
Summa Dean’s Circle: Gifts of $10,000 to $24,999
Summa Founders: Gifts of $5,000 to $9,999
Summa Benefactors: Gifts of $2,500 to $4,999
Summa Members: Gifts of $1,000 to $2,499
Archer Society: Gifts of $750 to $999
Beacon Society: Gifts of $500 to $749
Tremont Society: Gifts of $250 to $499
Ashburton Society: Gifts of $100 to $249
Donors: Gifts of $1 to $99
Levels of Giving
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Elyse Arnow Brill





Michael A. Grieco MBA’00












Michael S. Varadian 
John Coleman Walsh






































Barry C. Reed Jr.
Lee Alan Rosenthal BSBA ’79














Capt. Carol M. Lynch USNR
Francis A. Mancini






Francis J. LaRovere III
Margaret J. Mehm
Michael S. Mehrmann BS ’81
Helene Rothenberg
Suzanne R. Sayward












































James F. Linnehan Jr.
Pamela A. Massad
Howard R. Meshnick



























Rachel L. Alexander Healey
Pamela M. Atkinson
Paula L. Becker
The Hon. Janette A. Bertness
Edward F. Cahill




Charles R. Daly BSBA ’83
Ronald A. Dardeno
James C. Davidian
The Hon. Catherine E. Graziano
































Thomas L. Stanton Jr.
John W. Suslak
Elaine M. Wallor
Michael F. Walsh, BS ’84
Michael S. Weintraub











































































































Lisa A. Yarles Lehan
Lisa L. Leibow


























Summa President’s Circle: Gifts of $25,000 or more
Summa Dean’s Circle: Gifts of $10,000 to $24,999
Summa Founders: Gifts of $5,000 to $9,999
Summa Benefactors: Gifts of $2,500 to $4,999
Summa Members: Gifts of $1,000 to $2,499
Archer Society: Gifts of $750 to $999
Beacon Society: Gifts of $500 to $749
Tremont Society: Gifts of $250 to $499
Ashburton Society: Gifts of $100 to $249
Donors: Gifts of $1 to $99
Levels of Giving




























The Hon. Patricia K. Asquith
tremont society










































































































































Margaret L. Fulton BA ’93
Francine Gardikas






















Dennis M. Crowley III








Beth Lehman MBA ’01
Archer society






Linda G. Champion-Jenkins 
BS ’96
Alumni Giving
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Martha M. Jacques
Michael C. Lima MBA ’01
Taj K. McCree
Anthony T. Moosey














James M. Flaherty Jr.
Richard S. Gallagher
John J. Okray MBA ’02
Michael J. Pomianek
Hardy S. Royal MBA ’02
Class of 2003
summA FounDer



















































































































































Erin M. Secord MBA ’10
Donor
Scott A. Booth
Summa President’s Circle: Gifts of $25,000 or more
Summa Dean’s Circle: Gifts of $10,000 to $24,999
Summa Founders: Gifts of $5,000 to $9,999
Summa Benefactors: Gifts of $2,500 to $4,999
Summa Members: Gifts of $1,000 to $2,499
Archer Society: Gifts of $750 to $999
Beacon Society: Gifts of $500 to $749
Tremont Society: Gifts of $250 to $499
Ashburton Society: Gifts of $100 to $249
Donors: Gifts of $1 to $99
Levels of Giving
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Summa president’s Circle
Ann Der Marderosian BA ’60
Marilyn Doherty
Shirley Sargent












John E. Fenton Jr. and Theresa A. 
Fenton





































The Hon. Alice B. Gibney
The Hon. Edward M. Ginsburg
Francine Gonnella




















Michael E. Mone LLD’99 and 
Margaret Mone
Christopher S. Mosher JD’76
The Hon. Joseph R. Nolan LLD’81
Betty J. Pagano and Dominick A. 
Pagano



































































George and Jane Stephenson
John P. Towle
Ashburton Society

























Brian T. Callahan and A. Loretta 
Callahan
Ratchanee Cassidy
William and Mary Chemelli
Elaine Cohen















The Hon. Joseph A. Egan Jr.





























Mary Kelligrew and Haskell A. Kassler
























The Hon. Gordon Piper
Richard G. Pizzano BA’63, JD’66
James P. Quinn



















The Hon. Richard G. Stearns LLD ’08 





















friends, faculty, and Administration Donor Listing
The law school recognizes the many gifts and pledge  
payments of $100 or more received from friends and 
employees during the 2009–2010 fiscal year.
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Anonymous (7)
Antonio Alonso BSBA ’96
Robert E. Anders BSBA ’50
Christina D. Anderson
Patricia M. Annino JD ’81
Albert Auburn JD ’47
James V. Aukerman JD ’75
The Hon. Salvatore J. Basile JD ’39, 
LLM ’42 and Jennie B. Basile
Kathryn and Tom Battillo
Frederick A. Bazley JD ’62
Benjamin Bell BSBA ’48 
Lawrence Bloom BSBA ’60
Lawrence K. Blume JD ’71
Robert J. Boardman BSBA ’64
Leonard A. Bonfanti BA ’64
Donna C. Bonomo BS ’72, JD ’77
Alexander A. Bove Jr. JD ’67
The Hon. Marianne B. Bowler JD ’76, 
LLD ’94
John F. Brennan and Dianne S. Brennan
Richard L. Brickley Jr. JD ’73
Barry Brown and Ellen Shapiro Brown, 
JD ’81
George D. Buckley BS ’70
Seth J. Buckley CFP, ChFC, BSBA’87
Walter Buhay II BSP ’93
Alberto J. Bullrich BSBA ’96
Edward M. Burns BSBA ’70, JD ’78
Donald J. Calese BS ’59 and Mary 
Joyce Calese BA’59
Brian T. Callahan and A. Loretta 
Callahan
The Hon. Lawrence L. Cameron JD ’51 
DJUR ’67
Jon Campanelli BSBA ’84
Barbara H. Cane JD ’80
Michael R. Cappiello JD ’49 and 
Roberta F. Cappiello*
Dorothy A. Caprera JD ’59, LLD ’78
Jennifer Terraciano Cassedy JD ’96
The Hon. Paul J. Cavanaugh BA ’57, 
JD ’59
The Hon. Frank J. Cenerini JD ’75
Roland E. Chaput BA ’61, MBA ’74,  
APC ’84
Professor Emeritus H. Edward Clark
Professor Gail H. Coffler
Richard M. Connolly BA ’69
Walter H. Cook BS ’61
Hector Edward Cormier Jr. MBA ’72
Thomas J. Cote BA ’72, JD ’75 and Dr. 
Josee L. Bourbeau
Todd L. Crawley MBA ’94
Professor Joseph D. Cronin
Robert B. Crowe BA ’70, JD ’73
Edward Lyman D’Andrea JD ’73
David J. DeFilippis BSBA ’86
Diane DeMarco BS ’78
John A. Dewire BSBA ’50, MED ’55
Anthony S. DiDio BSBA ’61
Paul A. DiPierro BA ’75 and Rosemary 
A. DiPierro
Brian G. Doherty JD ’77
Frederic C. Dreyer Jr. BSBA ’63
Harold E. Dreyer, JD ’64
Thomas J. Durkin MSF ’96
Michael F. Dwyer BSBA ’72, MBA ’75 
and Margaret T. Dwyer MeD ’75
Robert J. Edkins BSBA ’51
Philip Falzone BSBA ’67, MBA ’73
Robert A. Faneuil JD ’74
The Hon. Paul J. Fitzpatrick BA ’56, 
JD ’57
Francis X. Flannery MBA ’64, DCS ’91 
Daniel N. Ford BA ’77 and Elizabeth 
Ford 
Mary E. Foreman-Harris JD ’87
Mary Ann Gilleece JD ’72
Nancy R. Golden JD ’68
Arnold S. Goldstein MBA ’66, LLM ’75 * 
and Marlene Goldstein
E. Givens Goodspeed JD ’80
The Honorable Kenneth A. Graham  
JD ’77
Burton L. Herman BSBA ’53, MA ’54
Jeanne M. Hession LLB ’56, DJS ’74
Carl I. Hoyer JD ’60
J. Robert Johnson BSBA ’63, MBA ’68 
and Sandra Johnson
Robert J. Kane BA ’66
Victoria J. Kanrek JD ’90
George S. Karavasiles BSBA ’49
James F. Langone Jr. BSBA ’59
Antoinette Lavalle
James A. Lavorato BSBA ’71, MBA ’73
Robert J.C. LeBlanc BSBA ’66
Capt. Eleanor L’Ecuyer, USCGR (RET), 
BA ’44, JD ’50, DJS ’73
Mrs. Rosealie A. Lesser MBA ’81
The Hon. Warren G. Levenbaum JD ’72
Edward J. Lydon JD ’50
Nicholas Macaronis JD ’54, LLD ’00 
and Elissa Macaronis
The Hon. John R. Maher JD ’68
Arthur Makar MED ’92
Janelle M. Malafronte BSBA ’87, JD ’91
William G. Manning BA ’59
Daniel J. Martin BSBA ’75, MBA ’79
Edward I. Masterman JD ’50, LLD ’90 
and Sydell A. Masterman
John J. McCarthy BSBA ’49
Professor Thomas J. McMahon
Edward J. McTighe JD ’69
Donald I. Mills BS ’64
Leonard Miraglia BSBA ’53
James P. Moriarty BA ’77, JD ’82
Norman Morse JD ’72 and Lois T. 
Morse JD ’72
Mariann C. Mulcahy BSBA ’65, MBA 
’70, JD ’69
Robert F. Muse JD ’50
Col. Robert P. Neu USA, BSBA ’62,  
JD ’72
Sheila A. Newlands MBA ’83
John A. Odierna, JD ’68
Damary Pagan-Cabrera MS ’89
Portia Pantages BA ’61
Prof. Benjamin M. Perles
Louis L. and Lucille A. Peters
Bradley C. Pinta JD ’80
William A. Popeleski Jr. MBA ’87
William J.C. Pucciarelli JD ’57
Mark C. Puopolo MPA ’99, BA ’92
Francis X. Ridge Jr. BA ’71, JD ’75
Arthur A. Ring JD ’60
Sidney J. Rosenthal, AA ’55, JD ’56
Frank A. Sablone BSBA ’70, MED ’71
James T. Salini BSBA ’74
Joseph R. Santos JD ’47
David J. Sargent JD ’54, LLD ’78 and 
Shirley Sargent
Jane E. Scherban BA ’72, MED ’75, 
CAG ’81
Robert E. Schiesske BSJ ’68
Mrs. Elaine R. Schivek AA ’50, BA ’53, 
MED ’81
John C. Scully CLU, DCS ’86 
Pamela S. Segre JD ’79
James V. Senape Jr. JD ’65
Stephen D. Shatkin
Patricia Sherman BSBA ’62
Christopher P. Smith BA ’73
Michael S. Smith BSBA ’61
Janelle Snarsky BSBA ’87, JD ’91
Dr. Beatrice L. Snow AB ’62
Stanley W. Sokoloff JD ’66 and Susan 
Sokoloff
Dr. Joseph H. Strain BA ’43
Judith Sucher
Melvyn S. Sudalter BA ’68 and Simone 
H. Sudalter
J. Alden Tansey MBA ’76
Susan Clark Thayer MED ’74 and 
Robert Thayer
Jennifer J. Tonneson MSF ’94, CAG ’04
Dr. George N. Torrey BSBA ’56, MAE ’57
Robert R. Toscano BSBA ’76
Ethelanne Trent BA ’92 and Charles 
Silver
Charles Tsapatsaris BSBA ’50
Anita P. Turner EMBA ’81
Marco A. Uraite Macias BS ’96
Siria Vazquez-Brown BA ’94
Robert J. Vincent Ph.D. BS ’60
Dr. Stanley M. Vogel
Susan M. von Struensee JD ’89
Laura F. Walsh
David H. Weener MBA ’75
Barbara L. Worthen, JD ’81
Dr. Trudy A. Yukl MSC ’84
Harry Zohn Ph.D. BA ’46, DL ’76 *
* deceased
the frost Society
The Frost Society honors and thanks those who assure the gift of  
educational opportunity to future generations. We recognize and give  
special thanks to alumni and friends who have included Suffolk University 
in their wills and trusts, established life income gifts, or named Suffolk as 
an irrevocable beneficiary of a life insurance policy or retirement plan.
Corporations, foundations, and Matching Gifts
Summa president’s Circle
FINRA Investor Education Foundation
Foley Hoag Foundation
Summa Dean’s Circle
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts 
Combined Jewish Philanthropies of 
Greater Boston
Donoghue, Barrett & Singal, P.C.
Fidelity Investments Charitable Gifts 
Fund
Ann E Hagan Trust
Lowe’s Home Centers Inc.
M.J.M. Consulting, LLC
Norman B. Morse Irrevocable Trust
National Philanthropic Trust
James W. O’Brien Foundation 
Richard A. Gonnella Golf Tournament
Vacovec, Mayotte & Singer
Summa founders
Foley & Lardner, L.L.P.
Schwab Charitable Fund







State Street Bank Corporation
The Tommy Thompson Charitable Fund






Cynthia F. & John F. Gallagher III Fund
General Electric Foundation
Hoffman Laroche
The Parrillo Law Firm
Petrarca & McGair, Inc.











Law Office of Walter J. Korzeniowski
MetLife
Middlesex Youth Soccer League




American International Group, Inc.
Chappell & Chappell
Comcast Cable
Enterprise Bank & Trust Co.
Goldman Sachs 
IBM
James Hayes & Associates
June Supply-Dallas, Inc.
Law Office of Peter V. Lawlor, P.C.
Law Office of Stephen G. Linder
Massachusetts Port Authority
O’Donnell & Tessitore






Law Offices of Bruce E. Bergman
Law Office of Joseph C. Bonk
Compass Project Management
James L. Cooney Insurance Agency
Law Offices of Frank Dardeno
Law Offices of Shirley A. Doyle
Employment Practices Group
Faber Daeufer & Rosenberg, P.C.
Fiduciary Trust Company
Glynn Law Office
Law Office of Robert W. Harrington
ISO New England, Inc.
Karol & Karol
Kerstein, Coren & Lichtenstein LLP
Law Office of Timothy Lowney
MacMillan Law Offices
Massachusetts Youth Soccer Assoc.
Law Office of Edward McTighe
Mitchell & DeSimone
New York Life Insurance Company
Ogunquit Development Corp.
Perrone Law Office
Law Office of Franklin G. Pilicy, P.C.
Law Office of Merrill B. Portney
Procter & Gamble Company
Redgrave & Rosenthal, LLP
Law Office of Raymond A. Snow
SPX
Staff-Essex County Juvenile Court
Law Office of Kenneth Stillman, P.C.
Textron Defense Systems
Timothy J. Vaughan Living Trust
Trial Court Standing Committee
Velcro Group Corp




The law school acknowledges the generosity of corporate and foundation 
support of $100 or more made during the 2009–2010 fiscal year.
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Altria Group, Inc.  Amideast  Mr. Robert E. Anders  Patricia M. Annino, Esq.  
Anonymous  Mr. Christopher Argyrople  Albert Auburn, Esq. Balfour Foundation 
 Barr Foundation Michael L. Barretti, Sr. and Ms. Maria Barretti  The Hon. 
Salvatore J. Basile and Mrs. Jennie B. Basile  Dr. Sushil Bhatia and Mrs. Urvashi 
Bhatia  The Boston Foundation  Alexander A. Bove, Jr., Esq.  John D. Boyle, Esq. 
 Lawrence F. Boyle, Esq.  John A. Brennan, Jr., Esq.  C/Media, Inc.  The Hon. 
Lawrence L. Cameron  Campus Stores of Massachusetts, Inc.  The Cape Cod 
Foundation  Michael R. Cappiello, Esq.  Treasurer Frank T. Caprio  The Hon.
Frank Caprio  Cardiotech International, Inc.  Robert W. Casby, Esq.  Mr. Irwin 
Chafetz  Charles G. Koch Charitable Foundation  David E. Cherny, Esq.  Mr.
Raymond J. Ciccolo  Mr. H. Edward Clark  Richard I. Clayman, Esq.  Mr. Michael 
Collora  Mrs. Margot Connell  Leo J. Corcoran, Esq. and Ms. Sara G. Corcoran  
Mr. Eric A. Cressman and Mrs. Joyce E. Cressman  Joseph D. Cronin  Robert B. 
Crowe, Esq.  Armand P. D'Amato, Esq.  Ms. Diane P. Davis  Ms. Marguerite  
Dennis and Mr. Russell V. Dennis  Armen Der Marderosian, Esq. and Mrs. Ann 
L. Der Marderosian  Brian G. Doherty, Esq.  Gerard F. Doherty, Esq. and Ms.
Marilyn Doherty  Dennis M. Duggan, Jr., Esq.  Mr. Michael J. Egan  Enterasys 
Networks, Inc.  Douglas P. Faucette, Esq.  The Honorable John E. Fenton, Jr. 
and Mrs. Theresa A. Fenton  The Honorable Paul J. Fitzpatrick  Mr. Francis X. 
Flannery  Mrs. Charlotte Florence  Foley Hoag, L.L.P.  Christine Newman Garvey, 
Esq.  Russell A. Gaudreau Jr., Esq.  Mr. Michael G. George and Mrs. Cynthia 
George  George & Alice Rich Charitable Foundation  Arnold S. Goldstein, Esq.  
Mr. I. Steven Goldstein  Goulston & Storrs  Carl P. Gross, Esq.  Ernst Guerrier, 
Esq.  Mrs. Marie Guerrier  Mr. Michael Hecker  Jeanne M. Hession, Esq.  Ms. 
Marguerite E. Hession  William T. Hogan III, Esq.  Mr. Cheng-Ching Hsu  Mr. 
John M. Hughes  James W. O'Brien Foundation  JEHT Foundation  The John
H. & H. Naomi Tomfohrde Foundation  Mr. J. Robert Johnson  Ms. Joan M. 
Karelis  James A. Lack, Esq.  Herbert Lemelman and Mrs. Lois Lemelman  Mr. 
Leonard R. Lewis  The Lynch Foundation  Paul V. Lyons, Esq.  Mabel Louise
Riley Foundation  Nicholas Macaronis, Esq. and Mrs. Elissa Macaronis  Thomas 
W. Madonna, Esq.  Margaret E. Ford Trust  Deborah Marson, Esq.  Edward I. 
Masterman, Esq. and Mrs. Sydell A. Masterman  Maureen C. Mayotte, Esq.  Mr. 
John J. McCarthy, C.L.U.  Michael J. McCormack, Esq.  Ms. Sheila McCormack 
 Kathleen McDermott, Esq.  Mr. Edward F. McDonnell and Ms. Catherine 
McDonnell  Mr. James W. McInnes  John T. McInnes, Esq.  Morris McInnes and 
Ms. Ms. Margaret McInnes  Martin T. Meehan, Esq.  Metro Property Partners,
L.L.C  Andrew C. Meyer, Jr., Esq. and Kathleen A. Meyer, Esq.  Mr. Nathan R. 
Miller  Rudolph F. Miller, Esq.  Mr. Gregory Moraetis  Lois T. Morse, Esq. and 
Norman Morse, Esq.  Harold B. Murphy, Esq.  Mrs. Lauren C. Murphy  Robert F. 
Muse, Esq. and The Hon. Mary Beatty Muse  Aung Myint  New England Women 
in Real Estate  Mary Ellen Neylon, Esq.  Mr. John A. Nucci and Mrs. Margaret
Nucci  Mr. John J. O'Connor  Charles T. O'Neill, Esq.  William J. O'Neill, Jr.,  
 P. Alfred Pannesi, Esq.  Ms. Laurie W. Pant  Mr. A. Neil Pappalardo  Ms. Jane 
Pappalardo  Mrs. Carol Sawyer Parks  Mr. William A. Popeleski, Jr.  Ms. Emma 
S. Purdy  Mr. Richard P. Quincy  The Quincy Charitable Foundation  Jerome
Lyle Rappaport, Esq. and Ms. Phyllis Rappaport  Phyllis & Jerome Lyle Rappaport 
Charitable Foundation  Mr. Michael Reilly  Mr. Richard M. Rosenberg and Mrs. 
Barbara Rosenberg  Sidney J. Rosenthal, Esq.  Ms. Margaret Rossiter  Richard L. 
Rubino, Esq.  Thomas J. Ryan, Esq.  Mr. Leonard Samia  David J. Sargent, Esq. 
 Sawyer Charitable Foundation  Ms. Pamela K. Scangas  Ms. Patricia Scangas  
Mr. Michael D.C. Scott  Mr. John C. Scully, C.L.U. and Mrs. Barbara Scully  Mr. 
Larry E. Smith  Mr. Michael S. Smith  Sodexho  Stanley W. Sokoloff, Esq. and 
Mrs. Susan Sokoloff  James G. Sokolove, Esq.  Mrs. Lea C. Sorgi  Peter Sorgi, 
Esq.  SULS Student Bar Association  Mr. Michael Szycher  Mr. John J. Tegan, Jr.  
We Believe in the PoWer to Change. 
We suPPort suffolk.
to learn more about The Power to Change: The Campaign for Suffolk University, 
visit www.suffolk.edu/giving.  
or call Christopher s. Mosher JD '76, vice President of advancement, 
at 617-573-8443, or Jill Wierbicki abrahams, Director of Development for 
the law school, at 617-305-6202.
Yet as different as our backgrounds and careers 
may be, there is one story that inspires us all. 
It began when Gleason Archer, determined  
to change a system of higher education that 
excluded all but a privileged few, turned his 
Roxbury apartment into what would become Suffolk 
Law School and, ultimately, Suffolk University. Over 
a centur  later, 62,000 graduates like ourselves in 
law, business, and the arts and sciences, use our  
education to open doors for others every day.
Pl ase join us i  honoring an astonishing legacy 
and building an extraordinary future by supporting 
the Campaign for Suffolk University. 
We all have our stories, 





A rare moment of 
library repose. 
Photograph by Ken Schles
Suffolk University Law School, located in Boston, is 
dedicated to welcoming students from all backgrounds 
and circumstances and educating them to become highly 
skilled and ethical lawyers who are well-prepared to serve 
in their local communities, across the nation, and around 
the world. Because the lawyer’s role has evolved and 
expanded since Suffolk’s founding in 1906, the Law School 
seeks to develop in its students the skills necessary to 
serve the profession’s changing needs in an increasingly 
diverse, global and technologically-dependent society.  as 
one of the nation’s largest law schools, Suffolk meets that 
challenge by providing students with a core foundation 
in legal education, a breadth of courses and programs, 
and excellent training by a diverse and accessible faculty 
engaged in scholarship and service to their profession and 
communities.  Suffolk’s goal is to provide its students with 
access to an excellent legal education, inspire a commit-
ment to justice, and provide its graduates the opportunity 
to achieve their career aspirations.
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